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SPORTS

More U.S. missiles strike Iraq
Mop-up
launches
17 missiles
Lady Lakers
top St. Mary
for first win
Page 10
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Mother Teresa
may soon be
discharged
CALCUTTA, India (AP) —
Doctors treating Mother Teresa
for a chest infection and cardiac problems said today the
Roman Catholic nun may be
ready to return home this week.
"Mother Teresa is in stable
condition," said a statement
issued from the Woodlands
Nursing Home, where the
86-year-old nun was admitted
last month.
"Her chest infection is completely under control. Her breathing is satisfactory," it said.
"She is alert and cheerful,"
saiii nursing home medical
director S.K. Sen.
Mother Teresa has been
keen to return to the Missionaries of Charity, but doctors
wanted her to get a little stronger before she did, Sen said.
He expected she will be
released this week.
The Nobel Peace Prize
laureate was hospitalized with
a fever brought on by malaria.
Doctors said the fever aggravated her heart condition.
NATIONAL

Lawyers ask court
for disclosure of
search affidavits
ATLANTA (AP) — Trying to
clear his name, security guard
Richard Jewell asked a judge
to unseal documents used to
obtain search warrants in the
FBI's investigation of the Centennial Olympic Park bombing.
Jewell's lawyers filed a
motion Tuesday asking a judge
to force the FBI to disclose affidavits that led to the search
warrants or show a compelling
reason why they should remain
secret.
Attorney Jack Martin said
Jewell wants to know if his constitutional rights were violated
by an illegal search.

By WAIEL FALEH
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — U.S.
and allied pilots began patrolling
the newly expanded no-fly zone
in southern Iraq today, just hours
after the U.S. launched its second
missile attack on Saddam Hussein's air-defense system.

Air raid sirens sounded at 5:30
a.m. IN Baghdad and wailed for
Iwo Fours today as the United
States launched a "mop-up"
attack, firing 17 cruise missiles at
air-defense targets in southern
Iraq. The missiles were launched
from U.S. warships and a submarine in the Persian Gulf.
Today's attack followed Monday's firing of 27 cruise missiles
and stern warnings from the Clinton administration — all in
responss to the Iraqi assault
against Kurdish rebels in Irbil,
the largest city in the northern
Iraq's U.S.-protected Kurdish
enclave.

Early rains
didn't hurt
tobacco *crop

Saddam has apparently
mounted liule defense to the U.S.
attacks, despite his earlier bravado, but American officials said
that Iraqi troops today remained
uncomfortably near Irbil.
Iraq says the U.S. missile
attacks have killed six people,
five early Tuesday and one this
morning. Saddam's military forces reported 26 people wounded
in the two attacks, but there was
no independent confirmation.
"The vengeful aggressors have
mounted a second attack," Iraq's
armed forces said in a statement,
claiming that Iraqi defenses shot
down several missiles but some

"struck military positions and
population centers."
American, British and French
pilots were taking part in the
allied air patrols over the no-fly
zone in southern Iraq, which
began today at noon (5 a.m.
EDT), said Air Force Gen.
Joseph Ralston.
The newly expanded zone now
takes the air patrols north to
within 30 miles of Baghdad, and
puts two Iraqi airfields and a
major training facility under the
surveillance of allied forces.
President Clinton declared
Tuesday that the southern no-fly
zone would be moved up from

the 32nd to the 33rd parallel.
With a similar zone in north.
Saddam is not allowed to fly his
warplanes over roughly half of
Iraq.
"Like the initial strike,
(today's) attack is necessary to
ensure the safety of aircraft and
crews operating in the expanded
no-fly zone," White House
spokesman Mike McCurry said in
Washington.
While the British supported the
American missile attacks, France,
with has lucrative business ties
IN See Page 3 -
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By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Despite a bleak outlook at the beginning of the season
because of excessive rain, tobacco farmers in Calloway County have reason to be optimistic about this year's .crop.
According to Calloway County Extension Agent Jay Stone,
the end result of the crop should provide area farmers with a
quality product this fall.
"Although we had a lot of rain early on, we had a pretty
normal season," said Stone. "I think overall, there's going to
be a good crop out there this year."
However, Stone said recent rain showers have helped the
crop.
"The recent rains have helped farmers out." he said. "There
was some (crops) out there that really needed the rain. It was
getting rather dry and some of it was on the verge of burning
up.
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
With the cutting and curing seasons under way, many
PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE: Calloway County
High School color guard Instructor Rhea Ann
migrant workers have made their way to Calloway County.
Wright keeps time and tabs on her troops during Tuesday
afternoon's practice.
Stone said several migrant workers came into Mayfield
about three weeks ago.
Out of that group, Stone said Calloway County received
approximately 80 farmers.
While most of the tobacco has already been fully developed, Stone said the job of migrant workers is to help cut,
house and strip the crop.
By TRACY FIELDS
"I'd say the crop was pretty well established before the Associated Press Writer
Little River Inlet, S.C.
migrant workers came in," he said. "They start cutting it out
Bahamian meteorologists expected Eleuthera
MIAMI
and
(AP) — Bahamians braced for the arrival of
in the field and help haul it to the barns. They will usually
Great Abaco islands, home to at least 10,000 people,
to
stick around until the tobacco is cured and help strip it." Hurricane Fran today as forecasters scurried to predict
feel hurricane-force winds today. Tuesday night,
houses
where
the
dangero
us
storm
was
likely
to
strike
between
Stone said some field work still needs to be completed, but
were boarded up and residents headed to shelters
, said
most of the crop has already been cut and brought to the Georgia and North Carolina on Thursday night.
Jeffrey Simmons, senior meteorologist with the
Bahabarns.
mas Department of Meteorology.
A hurricane warning today covered the northwestern
"On Eleuthera they are quite aware of what a
Bahamas. In the United States, a hurricane watch was
hurri• See Page 3
posted from north of central Florida's Sebastian Inlet to
II See Page 3

Hurricane Fran nears Bahamas

Forum
focuses
on jobs

Lawyer: Blue Cross
hasn't proven case

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
mother on welfarcior..five years
says the best way to overhaul the
program is with decent jobs.
"They need to create jobs that
will sustain families," Sherry
Arms told a public forum on
building a new system in the
wake of sweeping federal
changes.

Viola Miller, secretary of the
Cabinet for Families and Children, said Arms was right about a
WEATHER
key-welfare-reform issue.
Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
In some areas of Kentucky,
in the mid 60s.
Miller said, there are enough jobs
Thursday...Panly sunny and
to move many people off welfare
warm. High in the mid 80s.
and into required work or workrelated programs pretty quickly.
INDEX
But in others — especially
eastern Kentucky — economic
development will have to go hand
in hand with welfare reform to
One Section-16 Pages
Classilioda
make it work.
13,14
..............---.....15
Comics
, The meeting Tuesday was
Deer Abby_
15
designed to get ideas from the
()oaths
12
public on tackling the complex
Forum
4
job of creating a new state welSports
.10,11
fare program after decades under
Today
the old system.
• See Page 3
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MAKING THE CUT: Using a 46-inch saw, boom operator Steven
Brokenshlre of Danny Murphy Logging cuts through three logs Tuesday 'afternoon on Tobacco Road in Midway. The logs are headed to
WeltVICO to be made into paper.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
tion is proprietary and its release
Associated Press Writer
would hurt it among competitors.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
That ruling was to be appealed
lawyer for the Department of today
to Court of Appeals Judge
Insurance said today Anthem
William Knopf and the rate hearBlue Cross-Blue Shield has a
ing was recessed for that prolong way to go to prove the
ceeding this morning.
necessity for a rate increase that
The company did not get to
could mean a jump in premiums
make its opening statement this
of 108 percent for some
morning. The, attorney general's
consumers.
office, which is charged under
Robin Gwinn said Blue Cross
the law with representing conhas reported a loss in earnings
sumer interests, also did not get
over the last year, but also said
to make a statement.
its number of customers has
The attorney general's office
increased. Gwinn said the comand
the Department of Insurance
pany must also disclose its relathe
information is critical to
say
tionship with affiliated companies
the formulation of the rates and
and whether it is shipping money
should be discussed in public.
to them to provide a false picture
of its own financial condition.
Blue Cross wants to raise the
"We don't really understand
rates on Option 2000 and Option
why this company was suffering
2000 Advantage. Gwinn said the
this loss." Gwinn said during an
average increase would amount
opening statement.
to 35 percent over the course of a
The first public hearing on a
year. But she said individual
rate increase request for a health
policyholders could see a
insurance company began today
decrease in premiums of as much
still under an unsettled legal
as 36 percent or an increase of up
cloud about how much of the
to 108 percent over current rata.
hearing will be public.
Only one member of the generFranklin Circuit Judge Roger
al public took advantage today of
Crittenden ruled Tuesday that the
the time set aside for public
hearing officer could order that
comment.
some information from the insurance company remain confidenII See Page 3
tial. Blue Cross said the informa-
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- School allows students to work for tuition
By DEEPT1 HAJELA
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — A good
education can be hard to find in
the crowded schools and gangpopulated streets of Gustavo
Rodriguez's lower-income neighborhood on Chicago's southwest
side.
That's why the 16-year-old is
excited about becoming a member of the first class at a new pnvatc school, one that features
innovative work-study and tuition

payment plans.
"This is a great opportunity ...
There's no way my parents could
do it if they had to pay for the
enure thing," Rodriguez said.
Christ() Rey, a bilingual
Catholic high school, opens this
month and will offer its 150 students work-study positions in
entry level jobs at 30 area
businesses and an opportunity to
apply their earnings toward
tuition.
"i'Mtoing

to be more into my
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classes if my hard-earned money
is paying for them," Rodriguez
said.
Officials from the National
Catholic Education Association
say the program is unlike any
other being used by a Catholic
institution in the United States.
"The most exciting thing is
that pnvate education is being
made available to people who
couldn't otherwise pay for it,"
said the Rev. John Foley, president of Christo Rey.
Rodriguez is one of six children, four of whom still live at
home. His father and mother, a
janitor and a factory worker, help
pay the college tuition of his older brother and sister and send his

,

Holland Tire Co.
East Main • 753-5606

younger brother to a Catholic
grammar school.
What makes his enrollment at
Chnsto Rey possible is that the
S3,600 Rodriguez earns in the
work-study program counts toward the $5,400 tuition. Another
$300 will come from fund-raising
efforts by the Chicago Province
of the Jesuits, the sponsors of the
school. That will leave his
parents with a bill of $1,500, less
than 30 percent of the total.
The school opens Thursday on
the grounds of St. Stephen, a
Catholic grade school that closed
in June.
In the work-study program,
students will be placed in groups
of five, one group per work site.

To Subscribe To
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future careers.
Instead of dividing time each day
"It's vocational work, certainbetween school and work, as
some work-study programs do, ly, but perhaps a different kind of
vocation than they're used to seestudents will attend classes four
ing," he said. •
days and work one full eight-hour
day each week.
Supporters of Christo Rey say
Foley said the specifics of
such schools are especially
what the students will do at each
important in these communities
site is still being worked out, but
as a way to create new leaders
will probably include clerical
and lifestyles for a growing Histasks as well as technological
panic population.
ones, such as computerized office
management systems.
• "As our population grows in
the next century, we're going to
Thirty employers are involved,
need their voices," said Rosy
including Ameritech, Quaker
Santiago, recruitment director for
Oats, the Mexican Fine Arts
Christo Rey. "The school will
Museum and Sears.
provide an opportunity for them.
Foley said the exposure to difThey can dream as big as they
ferent occupations could provide
want here."
students with perspectives about

New study fmds demand up for
physicians, down for specialists
CHICAGO (AP) — As managed care has grown, so hat the
demand for general practitioners,
which is catching up to the need
for more expensive specialists, a
study says.
In 1990, there were four ads
for specialists — such as anesthesiologists and orthopedic surgeons — for every generalist position advertised in medical journals studied by researchers. By
1995, the ratio dropped to 1.8 to
1, according to a study appearing
in today's issue of The Journal or
the American Medical
-Association.
The researchers, led by Dr.
Sarena Scifer, a professor at the
Center for Medical Education
Research at the University of
Washington in Seattle, attributed
the shift to the spread of managed
care, which controls costs by
using primary care doctors as
gatekeepers to specialists.
In recent years, numerous studies have warned that too many
doctors are taking up specialties
and too few are going into primary care, such as family practice,
internal medicine and pediatrics.
Researchers said the number of
positions for family physicians
doubled during the study period.
Dr. Jerry Goldstein, president
of the Council of Medical Specialty Societies, said the study
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Nearly eight in 10 Americans
approved of the U.S. missile
attack on Iraq early Tuesday
morning, according to the ABC
News poll. And 73 percent said
they approved of the way Clinton
is handling the situation.
And should there be another
war with Iraq, 56 percent would
choose Clinton over Bob Dole to
handle it. Thirty-three percent
would trust Dole, the Republican
nominee.
The telephone poll of 515
adults was conducted Tuesday
evening, before word of a second
missile strike was announced.
More than half of Americans
said the response was "about
right," though 29 percent deemed
it "too weak." Similarly, 54 percent said the Clinton administration policy on Iraq has been
about right, with 39 percent saying it has been too weak.
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Americans overwhelmingly support President Clinton's decision
to launch a missile attack on Iraq,
though they doubt it will stop
Saddam Hussein from continuing
to violate the terms of the Gulf
War cease fire, according to a
hew poll.
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Poll: Americans
support Iraqi
missile strikes

While the White House said
political considerations played no
part in its decision to punish Saddam for moving troops into
northern Iraq, the poll indicated
the move could help the
president.
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would be useful to medical students considering career choices.
A second study, appearing in
the health policy journal Health
Affairs, said physician salaries
dropped in 1994 for the first time
in more than a decade. Specialists' salaries dropped the most,
up to 5 percent, as managed care
pressured primary care physicians
to minimize expensive, specialist
care.
Primary-care physicians made
an average of $129,353, compared with $243,828 for some
surgeons, the study found.
Some plans --charge primary
care doctors for referrals to specialists, creating an outright
financial disincentive, said Carol
Simon, an economics professor at
the University of Illinois at Chicago and -co-author of the study.
"Clearly, if you're a physician
it's not good news," she said.
In another study in JAMA,
nearly half of the medical students, residents, clinical faculty
and administrators surveyed said
generalists are not the best doctors for patients with serious illness. Most also thought that
primary care tasks do not require
high levels of skill.
The researchers, led by Dr.
Susan Block of Harvard Medical
School, called that attitude "professional prejudice."
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•Tobacco...
FROM PAGE 1
"The majority of the tobacco
will be cut within the next few
weeks," said Stone. "A lot of
people who had to start over in
July will be longer out in the
fields. But the bulk of it's already
gone or on its way out."
While the majority of the crop
appears to be cut and housed,
Stone said it is difficult to give
an exact percentage because
many barns are being doublecropped.
"It's hard to say because many
of the farmers are using their
barns twice," he said. "Some of
them are already stripping their
early crop and filling the barns
back up with later maturing
crops."
According to an Associated
Press story, burley tobacco is
more than one-third complete in
Kentucky. But as of Sunday, the
36 percent cut fell behind the 45
percent cut on the same date last
year.
Even though numbers are
dOwn, the Kentucky Agriculture
Statistics Service said Tuesday
that the cut and housed tobacco is
reportedly curing well. Many farmers have also said that the early
cut has produced some of their
best crops.
But despite the optimism over

III Forum...
the recent crop, area tobacco farmers continue to keep a cautious
outlook on President Clinton's
plans to allow the Food and Drug
Administration to regulate the
sale and promotion of cigarettes.
Concern over the President's
planned action has caused some
farmers to look elsewhere for
other potential crops, according
to an Associated Press report.
However, Stone said other
crops would not prove to be as
profitable as tobacco.
"There's not another crop that
would produce enough market for

the farmers," he said. "Those
alternatives are niche markets,
and there is only room for two or
three farmers in the county to
grow a product like tomatoes or
other vegetables."
Stone said the effect of pending regulations would not be felt
until that action was taken by the
government.
"It's hard to speculate because
we don't know the outcome of
things," he said. "You get a lot of
conflicting ideas but until something is put down on paper, we
won't know."

Principal charged
with prostitution
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP)
— An elementary school principal was arrested in drag on
charges he propositioned two
undercover police officers for
sex, offering his services for a
lower price than a female
competitor.
George S. Meadows, 55, who
was photographed by police in a
wig and lipstick, and the woman
were charged with soliciting
prostitution after the two propositioned the two male officers Sun-

day, Sgt. Randy Young said.
Meadows offered to undercut
the woman's pnce for oral sex,
Young said.
He was suspended without pay
from Sylvia Elementary School
in Beckley for a month pending a
school board investigation.
"It's very unfortunate that
these things happen ... What do
you say to a 6-year-old?" said
schools Superintendent Dwight
Dials. "He's been a principal for
17 years."

which runs from 1 to 5. Forecasters at the National Hurricane.
Center in suburban Miami
expected it to strengthen into a
Category 4 as it travels over
warm waters.
At 5 a.m. EDT, Fran was centered about 540 miles southeast
of Charleston, S.C. It was moving northwest near 12 mph, having turned northwest a bit, as
predicted.
In Jacksonville, 14 ships from
Mayport Naval Station headed
for safety out at sea. The U.S.
Coast Guard urged mariners to
monitor the hurricane; drawbridges will close once winds
reach tropical storm strength.

Hotels in Augusta, Ga., 150
miles up the Savannah River
from the coast, were busy Tuesday taking reservations for the
next few days.
"I think we'll be pretty busy if
it does come through," said Jane
Hamilton, manager of a La Quinta Inn on Interstate 20, which had
booked 32 rooms for families
fleeing the Hilton Head Island,
S.C., area. "We'll be solid, I
think."

FROM PAGE 1
Another public hearing will be
held Sept. 16 in Frankfort_ A
senes of teleconferences are also
scheduled this month throughout
the state.
In addition to requiring work,
the new federal rules place a
five-year lifetime limit on cash
benefits such as Aid to Families
with Dependent Children, which
about 171.000 Kentuckians
receive.
Arms, 27, once worked at a
department store, but it closed
two months before she marned a
man who is disabled after being
hit by a car as a boy. She has
received AFDC fOr five years,.
she said.
"I don't choose to live a life
of welfare," she said.
Arms repeated the need to help
people moving off welfare with
transportation to jobs and with
the cost of child care, but she
said it's also important to involve
poor people in the process and
listen to them.
Welfare recipients have been
stereotyped as lazy, and that's not
true of many, she said.
Only five people, including
Arms, spoke at the forum. The
state moved quickly to schedule
the session and some people

II Fran...
FROM PAGE 1
cane can do because Andrew
crashed right into them in 1992,"
he said in a telephone interview
from Nassau.
Tides of 3 to 6 feet above normal, higher in some bays, were
likely in the northwest Bahamas,
said hurricane specialist Lixion
Avila of the National Hurricane
Center in suburban Miami. Early
today, he reported swells were
beginning to increase along the
southeast U.S. coast.
With maximum sustained
winds near 115 mph, Fran was a
dangerous Category 3 hurricane
on the Saffir/Simpson scale,
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South Carolina's emergency
operations center was to be fully
activated this morning, said Joe
Farmer, a spokesman for the
state's Emergency Preparedness

Division.
"Our concern is that the public
may become less responsive to
evacuation orders," he said. "We
recognize that as the public is.
exposed to more and more of
these, the need for us to reinforce
this message is greater."
Carol Dillon, owner of the
Outer Banks Motel in Buxton.
N.C., on Hatteras Island, said she
trusts her barometer more than
the forecasters.
"They don't know any more
than you do or I do because these
things are so erratic," she said.
"I hope it's not coming here.
We've had more than our share
in the last five years."

might have had little notice, Miller said.
The task farce Miller heads
hopes to come up with a plan for
a new state welfare system by the
first of the year. The state must
submit‘a plan to the federal government by July I, 1997.
The new rules also tighten eligibility for Supplemental Security
Income (SSI) disability payments
and end the guarantee of food
stamps for able-bodied adults
ages 18 to 50 without children.
Jean Sabhanvial of the Family

Care Center in Lexington said 80
percent of the people she serves
lack the education or skills to go
to work. Welfare reform efforts
must include training to get people ready for jobs, she said.
It must also include help with
child care because someone who
moves off welfare into a job
making $6 or $8 an hour won't
be able to afford $75 a week for
chdd care. Sabharwal said.

THERE'S NO[RUSE
FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.

Pick 3
7-1-7
Pick 4
9-0-5-2
Cash 5
6-10-27-33-34

hor information on bon .1n( tun hclp stop
domnii. I Iola-kr. cull u,

1-800-END ABUSE
L hArn.e. i,rsrnio,.n.

Sponsored by.

Shiro

• OPEN FORUM • .
With Mr. Dennis Null
Democratic Candidate for U.S. Representative
Shoney's Restaurant, Sat., Sept. 7
Breakfast 8:30 a.m. - Forum 9:00 a.m.

United We Stand America

LOSE WEIGHT- INCREASE ENERGY
One Capsule

Place Your Order Now!

Call

A Day...
Wmghl 1.09,1

• Assists the Body.
in Burning Fat
•Controls Appetite

14007769-9955
ONLY

$29.9p„5
FREE

•Increases Energy

Shipping
Tow piodon wiM be eislieri wishes
24 hoofs opoo map of mood

•Boosts Metabolism

PADUCAH MORE ENERGY CENTER
2830 Lune Oak Rd., Chelsea Sq., Suite 3 Paducah, KY 42003

•Iraq...
FROM PAGE 1
with the Iraqis, had supported
more negotiations with Saddam.
U.S. officials reported some
movement today of Iraqi troops
in the north, but Ralson, the vice
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, said the movement wasn't
enough to satisfy the Americans
of an improved situation in the
north.
The official Iraqi News Agency said Saddam summoned his air
defense commanders to a meeting
today.
"The fact is that Iraqi divisions are still in the vicinity,"
Ralston said this morning in a

Hours: Monday-Thursday 8:00-6:00
news conference. ''They arc certainly in a position to influence
Irbil."
Baghdad's main government
newspaper, the daily AlJuhmhouriya, claimed today that
a U.S.-built pilotless plane was
shot down in southern Iraq Tuesday. It was not possible to confirm the report.
Clinton ordered the strikes in
response to Saddam's weekend
assault on Kurdish rebels in Irbil.
Some 45,000 Iraqi soldiers and
300 tanks captured the main city
in the U.S.-declared Kurdish safe
haven in northern Iraq before
withdrawing this week.

•Case...
Wan!

FROM PAGE 1
Theresa Feldman, a registered
nurse from Lexington who is a
Blue Cross policyholder, blasted
the company.
"My answer to friends is my
insurance company is trying to
kill mc," Feldman said.
She said she has battled breast
cancer and her insurance premiums could be as much as
$1,000 a month. "I think the consumer is being ripped off," Feldman said.
Crittenden did not strictly rule
on the question of whether the
information must be made public.
Instead, he said it was too early
for the courts to get involved
until after the Department of
Insurance has ruled on the rate
case.
The hearing officer, John
Hughes, said appropriate steps
will be taken to ensure the contested information remains confidential. Chandler's office warned

that meant that the hearing,
which the law says must be open
to the public, would be closed.
Crittenden said that could not
be determined and Hughes
declined Tuesday to say what
steps he would take.
Crittenden said the attorney
general's office is charged with
protecting the public interest in
the rate hearing and has access to
all of the information supplied to
the department by Blue Cross,
even the things that have been
claimed proprietary.
"He can represent the public
fully in an insurance rate hearing
without divulging every piece of
information to the public at large,
no matter how proprietary and no
matter how harmful the disclosure to the company," Crittenden
said.
The hearing officer has ruled
that the information will also be
made available to anyone
intervening in the rate case.

Saddam, in a national television address Tuesday, ridiculed
the no-fly zones and orilered his
troops to ignore them. "From
now on, pay no attention to
damned imaginary no-fly zones,"
he said.
The zones were created after
the 1991 Persian Gulf War to
protect Kurds in the north and
Shiite Muslims in the south from
the wrath of Saddam's military.
U.S. officials said Tuesday's
attack hit surface-to-air missile
sites and radar installations near
the Tallil air base in southwestern
Iraq, the Euphrates River city of
Nasiriyah, al-Iskandariyah and alKut.
Iraq's deputy prime minister
insisted Tuesday that the American attack was unjustified, saying
Saddam's forces had withdrawn
from Irbil "several hours"
before the missile strikes. Tariq
Aziz also derided U.S. claims
that Saddam had violated U.N.
Resolution 688, which prohibits

the Iraqi leader from oppressing
his people.
"I challenge the American
administration (to say) upon what
basis of international law ... this
aggression was being justified,"
Aziz told Cable News Network..
But U.S. and Kurdish rebel
leaders said Iraqi forces had not
withdrawn from Irbil before the
attack, and fighting continued to
the south and east toward
Sulaymaniyah.
In addition to the U.S. reprisals, Iraq's attack on Irbil also led
the United Nations to suspend an
oil-for-food deal with Iraq over
the weekend.
Oil prices climbed Tuesday in
response to the attack.
The United States and Britain
tried to gather support in the Security Council for a resolution
condemning Iraq but France and
Russia opposed the measure. The
council did approve a routine
renewal of the economic sanctions against Iraq, as expected.

"DOUBLEWIDE SPECIALS"
FLEETWOOD
24 x 44

$27.900*
--MEL
Price Includes:
-Wall to Wall Carpet
-3-ton Central A/C
-Garden Tub
-Vinyl Siding
-Upgrade Insulation
-Del /Set-Up
-Ceiling Fan
-Stove
-Refrigerator
-Upgrade Carpet
'Shingle Roof

28 x 60

2,11
/

3 bedroom, 2 bath

$37,900*

BBQ
Ily the Sandmich or
Malt%

2.99
11 adts.-2 p.m.

— Serving Ribs Daily —
Mon.-Sat. 11-8:30, Sunday 11-2:00
1617 Hwy. 121 Bypass
753-3985

DEBCO SUPPLY
1204 Johnson Blvd., Murray, Ky.

0

Guaranteed Vinyl Siding
Wholesale & Retail
APC Vinyl Windows

Phone 502-767-9956
CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
TERM

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
l'IELD

NIININIUM
DEPOSIT

182 Days

5.10% $1000

9 Months

5.25%

$1000

12 Months

5.50%

$500

24 Months 5.70%

$500
,

3 bedroom, 2 bath

I

Dine in our rustic atmosphere or carry out to your patio picnic.
Hickory, Nlesquite and
BM), Fries
Oak Flavored
S. Drink

0

Prices includes:
-Wall to Wall Carpet
40-gal. Hot Water
-Upgrade Insulation
-Vinyl Siding
Heater
-Shingle Roof
-Ceiling Fan
-3-ton Central A/C
-Upgrade Carpet
-Stove/Refrigerator
'Del/Set-up
-Fireplace
•Patio Door
'5% DOWN PAYMENT *with Approved Credit
See Our Selection of 14 Single Wsdes 16' Single Wicks S Triple Wales

KEITH BAKER HOMES INC.
(901)644-0012

Open 7 Days a Week
Hwy. 79E., Paris, TN

1

1-800-533-3568

"(p.'

60 Months 6.05% $500
These
effective

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal.

annual

percentage
September 2, 1996,

yields

are

PeoplesBank
Of Murray, Kentucky
Kroger Money Market Center 757•21-35
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Branch 12th & Story • 767-BANK
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By the time this is published,
Franklin Circuit Judge Roger Crittenden probably will have ruled
whether information on costs and
profits of Anthem Blue Cross-Blue
Shield must be made public in
hearings on Anthem's request for
huge rate increases ftir two of its
health insurance plans covering an
estimated 10,000 Kentuckians.
Anthem claims the information is
proprietary and public disclosure
would put the state's largest health
insurer
competitive
a
at
disadvantage.
Attorney General Ben Chandler,
supported by state Insurance Commissioner George Nichols III, says
that's all nonsense and keeping that
important information secret in the
hearing process renders legislative
mandate of a "public" hearing
meaningless.
Unfortunately, case law on the
subject is murky and more than a
little tilted toward business interests
as opposed to. the public's interesj..
Owners of marinas on. Kentucky
recreation lakes, who lease their
facilities from the state(e public),
got a court ruling that similar information about their costs and profits
is proprietary and thus even a
committee of the General Assembly
can't force its disclosure.
So the people are left entirely in
the dark about whether they're get-

house.
Because their business is good,
this couple can afford the price of
health insurance.That's where they
aren't typical. How many Kentuckians could afford to pay that kind
of premium for health insurance on
top of all other necessary living
expenses?
Not many.

AGREE OR NOT

Todd bavall
Syndicated

columnist

ting a good deal for the marina
leases - or being taken to the
proverbial cleaners.
•
That could very well be the case
of those 10,000 policy holders of
-Anthem Blue Cross-Blue Shield's
Option 2000 plan, with a requested
rate iarrease of 27 per,cont3forSordt
of Them, and Option 2000 Advantage, with a requested increase of
23.6 percent for some:
With so much at stake, however,
whatever Crittenden's ruling, the
outcome is likely to be appealed to
first the Court of Appeals and
finally the state Supreme Court.
All this maneuvering in Waring
rooms and courtrooms, with lawyers, actuaries, state officials and
'health insurance executives fails
utterly to put into perspective what
this issue is about.
Ultimately, it concerns the ability
to bay a commodity every bit as
essential to a persofiri- health and
welfpre as safe housing and clean
drinking water,
•

I know, personally a married
couple here in Frankfort who in
many Ways are typical and in other
ways atypical of the dilemma facing
Kentuckians today when it comes to
health care.
They're owners and operatorsofa
successful -small business. They're
financially secure and a few years
away from retirement and the availability of Medicare for their health,
insurance needs. Several years ago
the wife suffered a heart attack.
Because of that and their ages, they
aren't the kind of customers health
insurance companies seek out.
Currently, -they- have—Anthenfs
Option 2000 Advantage plan. It
costs $594 a month to insure two of
them.Since they also are likely to be
-exactly the,customers to be hit with
the proposed 23.6 percent increase,
their insurance covered may rise
about $140 a month to more than
$700 a month.'
That's the equivalent of an 8
percent mortgage on a $100,060

And then last week, they opened
the newspaper and read a published
report that Anthem spent $53,000
over a five-year period on country
club dues for its top executives,
including the hyper-exclusive (and
'ex'pensive) Valhalla Golf Club in
Jefferson County ($39,(60). They
saw how their premiums were paying for tickets to University of
Louisville and University of Kentucky athletic games, that $3,700 a
year was being spent on box scats
for the Kentucky Derby and-another
$5,900 for tickets to the Derby and
Oaks.
And-they learned that Anthem
has been spending tens of millions
of dollars a year on management
agreements and contracts with affiliated companies, amounts Chandler
and Nichols especially want explained in public.
"It's crazy," the husband' said.
That's an understatement but it
pretty much says it all.

Kathy Lyons
Murray, KY 42071

:1 ICKY EDITORIAL
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amp:lien tinance reforms didn't come easily,
won't survive easily, either. The current and
,n ot the state Democratic Party have filed a
;ui.atmukl es iscerate the reforms and revive
'xi one y:—
$12 changes were two provisions:•(1) a cap
..iticli•iales tor governor could spend and (2)
Irzi•,•-i-Lhest• candidates to abide by-the cap.
id mat campaign spending limits such as
i; the First Amendment rights of groups
rididate independently of the official
skirting the spending limits, the Gen-

, ..ted

,sw to spell out what was, and
-expenditure.'
-a the law that Bob Babbagc and Terry
• 1-ralit„lin Circuit Court. And why are
Its because confusion over the law is
,ainpaign. The unstated reason' is that
,n s ig at ion of the first gubernatorial
tales. Paul Patton's 1995 victory over
ILII ixoth sides violated the law in 1995.
/fie law would be even worse. Messrs.

old Goy Patton, should be ashamed of

'osr
stamp program is entering the electronic age.
food stamps in Kentucky soon will
ri.,It h like a hank debit card at grocery store
,v;!! replace food stamps.
lip (licit cards through a scanner machine in the

f,.

.

Cad the specially encoded card. Realin ,p tsonal identification number or PIN to
i)oli The amount of the cardholder's purchase
iH• cardholder's benefit account in an elect, ii
Ili ',how mg exactly how much remains in the
t-ntint The grocery store will be paid within
• , hal god with making sure no fraud occurs in
' in electronic record of all transactions. ...
of more than 186.000 (entities in Kentucky ami more than $407 million in the coupons

.It ric: as uansicr, the new. system will help
'(lure brand present in a system in which paper
,!.
on the streets for cash, ...
t‘,1
it e hnology also, will detect any attempts
1,•;; t,xxl items with the cards. ...
cfak•rt•cl an agreement with seven other Southern
0;Ic Laet tronic benefits transfer system.
%taws with the new card system-isn't just whizisentuck), the electronic benefits transfer sysr ,,,, - and responsible move-.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
Opinions on out 'Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters Thus( be signed by the wnter, with the writer's
address arid .telephone number included in case verification is neces4ary tielepluiae-ramibers Will not be published). Letter; should be typewritten and should tic op topics of general interest. Letters must not be
m
words. The Murtay Ledger & Times reserves the right
.10 edii. euncienw or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times; P,O. Box. 1610, Murray. KY 42071.

Saddam could force tougher attacks
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
deadly Persian Gulf chess game,
NEWS ANALYSIS
it's Saddam Hussein's move. A
tactical retreat buys him time.
Defiance forces President Clinton
to choose from options riskier
than firing missiles at Iraq from a
DONALD M. ROTHBERG
safe distance.
AAociated Press Writer
"This episode isn't really
over," said James A. Baker III,
who was secretary of state during State Department spokesman. He
Saddam also declared his forthe Persian Gulf War. "We're suggested that some of the critics
ces would no longer observe the
going to have to do other things, were privately pleased by the
coalition-imposed no-fly zones,
and are we going to have the strike against Iraq.
coalition with us?"
If Iraqi forces don't halt their
That theory could well be
When Saddam probes, he tests
aggression against the Kurds and
tested in, the coming days and
not only U.S. resolve, but the
if his antiaircraft batteries fire on
weeks. Secretary of State Warren
endurance of the coalition of Christopher leaves today on a
planes enforcing the no-fly zones,
nations that defeated him in
previously scheduled trip to Eur- what's the response from the
1991.
ope that includes stops in Britain, United States? And will other
That broad international coaliFrance and Germany. Iraq is cer- natiOns- support it?
tion formed after Iraq occupied
tain to be discussed.
Clinton has no shortage of
Kuwait is showing signs of.wear.' •
'advice:—
Although they fought alongside
- Despite the bombing, no . one
the United States to force Iraq
"If he doesn't move those
expects Saddam to throw up his
ouL,of Kuwait, Egypt and Syria
tanks from north of the 36th
hands and give in to demands
criticized Tuesday's U.S. missile
that he stop threatening his (parallel) we ought to give some
strike on military facilities in
neighbors and persecuting Iraqi
consideration to taking out some
southern Iraq.
Kurds. In the past, when Saddam
of those tanks with smart bombs,
France, a U.S. partner with
laser-guided munitions," Baker
has pulled back, it was only to
Britain in the coalition that enforfight or probe another day.
said. "But, of course, you do put
ces the "no-fly" zones for Sadsome pilots at risk when you do
dam's air force over northern and
ln a speech from the .Oval
that. We are in the midst of an
southern Iraq, refused to back the
Office, Clinton said ` Saddam's election campaign."
U.S. action. Nor did Russia.
army remained in the Kurdish
"I think it's very clear to us
city of Irbil, despite claims it was . Sen. Dick Lugar', R-Ind., a
here in Washington this morning
senior member of the Senate
withdrawing. Defense Secretary
that the international coalition
William Perry said Iraqi forces Foreign Relations Committee,
against Saddam Hussein is
were moving toward two other advocated an intensive air camintact," insisted Nicholas Burns.
paign against Iraq.
Kurdish towns.

"We have an ample opportunity, while we are at it, to seek out
the elements of Saddam's military power and to destroy as
many of them through air strikes
as we can, and we ought to do so
systematically and comprehensively," Lugar said.
Richard Haass, a Middle East
expert on the National Security
Council in the Bush White House
and now director of foreign policy studies at the Brookings Institution, warned that the situation
in northern Iraq was complicated.
"There are a lot of people in
the region who don't mind seeing
Iraq hit some Kurds," Haass
said. As for criticism that Clinton
could have done more to prevent
the situation from reaching this
point, Haass said, "It's hard to
know what more could have been
done. In the past we've learned
that Saddam tends to discount our
warnings."
One of the complicating factors is that the current crisis in
northern Iraq resulted from the
rivalry between different Kurdish
factions. One group has backing
from Iran, and the other invited
Saddam to come to its aid.
Sen. Phil Gramm, R -Texas,
supported the U.S. air strike but
cautioned against getting
involved in the Kurdish internal
struggle.
"We do not have a dog in that
fight," he said.
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_REUSE THE NEWS.

ilbROSCOPES

UHL'ODA 1,SEVIIEMBER 5, 1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-98(-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
take them a very long time. They
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
would rather remain singic than
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
surges
for less than true love!
business
or
settle
career
Your
ahead. Show your innovative, "can
do" spirit! A windfall or inheritance
will let you expand or move your
base of operations. Early in 1997,
singles will find the idea of settling
down especially enticing. Married
couples will experience new contentment. Take rrsponsibility for the
decisions you Make. An older individual could play a major role in
your professional success. Repay a
1407 Main
mentor with your loyalty.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
Phone 753-4682
THIS DAY: actress Raquel Welch,
guitarist Dweezil Zappa. "Cathy"
cartoonist Cathy Guisewite, football
player Willie Gault.
ARIES(March 21-April 19); Go
over a health or work-related issue
carefully. Someone may have misled you. Your intuition is right on
target. An important task can no
longer be postponed.
TAURUS (April 20.-May 20):
Get your facts and figures straight
before purchasing or renovating real
estate. Inflationary trends are in
effect. Do not be foolish. Get several bids before authorizing repairs.
GEMINI (May'21-June 20):
Extra lean
Country Style
You will have to be flexible if you
expect to, get along with difficult
people. Intense feelings lie beneath
a placid surface. The pieces of a
puzzle come together under unusual
circumstances.
Lb
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
Lb
Someone who is envious of your
success may try to put you down.
Let criticism roll off your back.
Direct your aliention Witte-task at
hand. Follow through on a promise
of community involvement.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Although you cannot expect to get
everything you ask for, give it a try!
Stand by your principles even if you
m'Cist lower your expectations.
Avoid quarreling with someone who
Country Time
Libby Lite
is cranky.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Take your time when completing a
16 or
work project. Rushing could lead to
mistakes. Postpone signing legal
papers until you have the latest
available facts and figures.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
will accomplish more by working
on your own today. Seek the cooperation of a business associate or
family member in screening your
calls. A flight of fancy leads to a
special wardrobe purelia.se.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
You and a companion are definitely
in tune. Some will set a wedding
date or change their living arrangements. Do not let a minor disagreement become a major--stumbling
block.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): A financial matter demands
your undivided attention. Seize the
opportunity to discuss various
options. Someone sends a message
you cannot ignore.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Stay in close contact with people who are solidly in your corner.
Go all out to promote yourself. Others will admire your drive. A social
engagement may. have to be canceled.
AQUARIUS -(Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
You may have to work harder than
usual to keep your head above
Hyde Park
water. Others look to you for inspiration and guidance. Be glad you are
held in such high esteem!
7.25 oz.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Rainbow
Others may get credit for your work.
Although you are miffed, it would
be better not to make a big issue of
100 ct.
it. In the future, keep your ideas
under wraps.
Kraft I.W. Slices
TODAY'S CHILDREN are re12 oz.
sponsible and honest with a strong
be
always
will
They
family.
sense of
Mazola
protective of their loved ow's. They
value their privacy and prefer to
48 oz
carry out their plans without fanfare. If asked too many questions,
these Virgos will retreat into a
dignified silence. Energetic and
6 pk 20 oz
health-conscious, these lions tend to
keep their good looks over the year.
Selecting the right spouse could

Or
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New Hours:
M.M.8 a.m..1 p.m.
Fr & Sat. 8 a.m -8 p.m.

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

— 7mm laact
We Accept Food Stomps - We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Owen's Best Extra Lean

U.S. Choice

U.S. Choice Boneless Rolled

Oscar Mayer 1 Lb

Ground Chuck

Round Steak

Rump Roast or
Tip Roast

Sliced Bacon

,
99!
'219
Minute
Steak

Spare
Ribs

PoiK Loin

End
Roast
$ 1 79

1 39
Lb.
Boneless

$1.59

Lb.

9

89

Fruits

$1
I

89
Lb

Country Day Break Grade 'A'

1/2% Milk
09
Gal. $2

Large Eggs

Soft & Gentle

Jack Daniels

Bathroom Tissue

Charcoal Briquets

4/$1
89'
$189
$239

Tea Bags
Velveeta

Corn Oil

Coke, Diet Coke, Cherry Coke,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

$299

Powerode

Thirst
Quencher

Lb.

(2

2/s3

Dole

Pineapple

Dale's 16 oz.

Steak Seasoning

20 oz

Napkins

250 ct
Paramount Hamburger

50 oz

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello,
Mr. Pibb, Cherry Coke

••••

•`..

89'

Northern Jumbo

Cascade Dish Detergent

46

r..

2 Liter
$ 1 09

Paper Towels

Tomato Juice

99!

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

So Dri Single Roll

Red Gold

az 89'
$139

Dill Slices

32 oz

Prairie Farm

Whole Milk

12 pk. 111;

$189

1/2 gal
Nunn Better Self-Rising

Corn Meal Mix

$1 19
$129
959

5 lb

eli

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

During the Civil War, President
Lincoln refused to have the
Southern stars taken from the
flag.

-

Baked Ham
:$429
Lb.

Crisp

Fresh

Tossed Salad

Owen's Best

Owen's Best

Golden Ripe

Bell Peppers

Roast Beef

BBQ Ribs
29

Bananas

Cucumbers

$_429
‘111,

Lb

Or

1 Lb. Bag

$3 3Lbssl ,311 99'
Lb.

•

A&A AUTO
ENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us tor Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12111 St.

753-4461

Owen's Best

Smoked -Turkey
$499
Lb.

Owen's Famous
9 Pc. Fried

Chicken
$529'

Eckrich

er
pe
ps
Pee
te
Hoh
C
$389

!

Spaghetti Sauce

$ 139

Powder

}

$ 1 39

28 oz

10 Lb. Bag
Idaho

Potatoes
$ 1 99

Fresh Red
Delicious

Sweet Yellow

Onions

0
0
69 39
Apples

b

Lb

.4••
• .*‘...% '

,4
'

Ragu

Doz.

10 Lb.

I

LegsFamily
or Pack
Thighs

t• oz

Flay-O-Rich

79'

.N '.

.

,

Frying Chicken

$2
19
99°

Tomatoes

79°

, •,

9
$ 7Lu

Hunts
Crushed

•••••

$259

.. • • •

'

•

Pork Chops

Ground Round

Lemonade

Mac. & Cheese

Pork
loin

Center Cut

Owen's Best Extra Lean

Sirloin Tip Steak

4 Roll Pkg.

0:

1/4 Sliced

$ 1 99

Owen's Best Boneless

4

..M111111

:

•I•

• .
,

•

•
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Pets of week featured

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
'Hansel and Gretel' play on Sept. 7
'Hansel and Gretel,' a fairy talc play by Grimms, will be presented Saturday, Sept. 7, at 7 p.m. at Murray Middle School Auditorium. The play will be directed by Lana Bell, former executive
director of Playhouse in the Park, Murray. The event is being sponsored by Murray Business and Professional Women. Advanced tickets are $5 per person and at the door tickets will be $6 per person.
The public is invited to attend.

i#J'•!;(c.;1;
•=•
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•
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4-H Leaders Council will meet

7

Calloway County 4-H Leaders' Council will meet Thursday, Sept.
5, at 2 p.m. in the United Way Board Rom, Weaks Community Center. Topics of discussion will include the Bicycle Rodeo, 4-H Leaders training, and county record training for leaders. All leaders and
interested members of the community are welcome to attend.

ANIMAL SHELTER pho:os

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter features two of its many animals now available for adoption. They are, "Ears," left, a young adult
male Boston Terrier mix, and 'Pith," right, a male six-months-old Shepherd mix. Hours of the shelter are 1 to 5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., Saturday, and closed on Sunday. For more information call the shelter at 759-4141.
_
NI
Your
Inal Service
Pharmacy
And Morel

•15% Cash Discount on
all prescriptions
•Computerized Records
•PCS •Mediment
•11C-US 'Paid State Aid
•Ilealth & Beauty Items
'hours: 8-6 M-F; 8-5 Sat.

109 S. 4th St.

f

RESCRIPTION
DELIVERY

753-1462

BABY CONTEST tit BEAUTY PAGEANT
WIN S10,000.00 Bon
OUAL/rY TO

•
I

KY OAKS MALL - PADUCAH
SEPT 28 1998 AT 10 A 1.4
C•isorcing 13 y•ers

YOU CAN CNTCR
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

,

America s Cow!: MissiTVBoye, t NA
/4.:E Glint IPS
URIS 0 nroo: 1 ' 2.3mo. 2,4ft. 4 -byr. 7-9yr.*

10 12r.13-190. 16-2* DCWS
3fr
To recflw. an entry form or iniormauon

(904) 478 -45451 OR
(SOO) 260-7239

4

CI
" btX).
" k
tudl
Al
041Y1

or pw.k up an entry form at the
KO KS
N.1.0

Center
Beautiful Selection

Garden Mums

5•95

each

all colors ready
for planting

Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 8-3, Sun. Closed

Hoffman's

759-4512

Hospice Volunteer Training sessions will be held on Thursdays,
Sept. 5, 12, 19 and 26 from 6 to 9 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Participants will learn how to
meet the physical, social, psychological and spiritual needs of terminally ill patients and thei families. To preregistcr call 762-1389.

FREE

P

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn
R.Ph.

Hospice Volunteer Training planned

Your
riter
o
Ce
,terze
Hwy. 94 East of Murray for
51/-

Misty Ann Camp and
Stephen Brian Starks

Camp-Starks wedding
vows to be said Sept. 21
Misty Ann Camp, daughter of Alan Thomas and Cynthia Ann Camp
of 1500 Belmont Dr., Murray, and Stephen Brian Starks, son of Stephen Brooks and Susan Kay Starks of 3066 Walnut Grove Rd., Benton, announce their approaching marriage.
Miss Camp is the granddaughter of Ron and Emma Lou Jones of
Somerset, and Mrs. Hcnryetta Camp of Mu5v. She is the greatgranddaughter of Mrs. William Aubrey Hatcher of Murray.
Mr. Starks is the grandson of Mrs. Elaine Starks and the late Brooks
Starks and Mrs., Mary LaWanda Sawyers and the late Thomas
Sawyers, all of Benton.
The bride-elect is presently attending Murray State University. The
groom-elect is employed at Gregory Piping Co. of Paducah.
The wedding will be Saturday, Sept. 21, 1996, at 2 p.m. at Hardin
Church of Christ, Hardin.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
rec-eption.

Garland earns an award
in special riding program
Randy G. Garland of Almo
recently earned an award for logging 750.0 hours in the American
Quarter Horse Association Horseback Riding Program.
The program provides AQHA

Samantha N.
Wilson born
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Wilson
of Humboldt, Tenn., are the
parents of a daughter, Samantha
Nichole' Wilson, born on Thursday, Aug. 15, 1996, at 3:48 p.m.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 15 ounces and measured
1 2 inches. The mother is the
21 /
former Susan Pcrrin. A sister is
Kristen Brooke Wilson.
Grandparents arc Robert and
Norma Perrin of Murray and
Aubrey and Lynda Wilson of
Humboldt, Tenn.

members recognition for time
spent riding or driving American
Quarter horses.
A unique aspect of the program
is its simplicity. Current. AQHA
members complete a program
application and pay a one-time
$25 enrollment fee.
Each enrollee receives an official AQHA log sheet to record
their hours driving or riding their
American Quarter horse. Participants need not own their horse, but
all official hours must be accrued
with a registered American Quarter horse.
The first award, a program recognition patch, is given after only
50 hours have been logged and
ccrified.
Patches and nine subsequent
awards arc presented at 100 to
5,000 hour levels and range from
merchandise gift certificates from
Drysdales Western Store to a
Montana.Silversmith trophy belt
buckle at the highest level.

Fish supper will be Saturday
A fish supper will be Saturday, Sept. 7, at 6 p.m. at Coles Camp
Ground United Methodist Church. Fish, hushpuppies, slaw, beans,
French fries and also hamburgers and hotdogs will be served. A
freewill offering will be accepted for the support of the Navitity
Scene_ to be held in_December. The supper will be served in time for
people to go to the Murray State football games if they desire. The
public is invited.
-

Open house planned on Thursday
Murray PreschooVHead Start Will have an open house on Thursday, Sept. 5, from 6 to 7 p.m. at Special Education Building, first
floor, Murray State University, located on North 16th Street, across
from Boy Scout Museum. For more information call 762-3262.

East PTO will meet Thursday
East Elementary School PTO will meet Thursday, Sept. 5, at 6:30
p.m. All parents, guardians, teachers, staff and students are urged to
attend.

Music Chorus will rehearse Thursday
Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will have a rehearsal on Thursday, Sept. 5, at 7 p.m. at the club
house. All members of the department are invited to sing in the
chorus, according to Margie Shown, director, and Janet Finch,
accompanist.

Garden -Department plans meeting

2,

celi
4,

Jeri
Mc

1
Sm

Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will open the
1996-97 club year year with a salad luncheon on Thursday, Sept. 5,
at noon at the club house. The MSU Scholarship will be presented.
Names will be tabled for membership and members are asked to
bring paper products for the club house. Hostesses will be Paula
Crouse, Myrtle Douglas, Zula Sykes, Virginia Hale and Betty
Kirkenmeier.

Pet Therapy will be Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Sept. 5, at 3 p.m. The group will
meet at Calloway County Public Library and then go for visits to the
local nursing homes. For information call Lois Ruiz, 436-2453.

Breast Cancer Support Group to meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Thursday, Aug. 1, at 7
p.m. in Board Room, Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information contact Martha Andrus at 753-3862.

Wells reunion will be Saturday
The annual Wells family reunion will be Saturday, Sept. 7, at the
home of Frank Wells. A potluck meal will be served at noon. All
family members and friends are invited.

Oaks Couples will play bridge.
Couples of the Oaks Country Club will have their monthly bridge
game on Saturday, Sept. 7, at 7:30 p.m. at the club. Those not signed
up and wishing to play may call Marge and Al Andrews, 753-7732.

1

Eastern Star yard sale Saturday

1

Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will have a
yard sale on Saturday, Sept. 7, from 6 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the lodge
hall, located on Highway 121 North and Robertson Road North. The
-public is urged to attend.

1

.New Life plans open worship night

IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN!

RAGWEED SEASON
THEY MAY CALL IT
BAYFEVER, BUT YOU CALL IT
MISERY
FOR RELIEF, YOU CAN CALL:

6.11 North NIurray

759-1712

Now %cm Store flours

Tut. -Sat. 11.9 ,
Sunda) 11.3

ALLERGY 8 ASTHMA
CLINIC
Pediatric & Adult Patients
Our Specialized Practice is Dedicated To
The Diagnosis & Treatment Of Asthma,
Hayfever, Sinus, Cough, Insect Allergy,
Skin Allergy & Food Allergy

RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D.

New Life Christian Center will have a night of contemporary
praise and worship, open to the public, on Friday, Sept. 6, at 7 p.m.
New Life meets at 1519 Martins Chapel Road. For more information
call New Life Bookstore at 753-1622.

Gospel singing planned at Bethel

1

••••

Bethel United Methodist Church, located off Highway 94 East,
will have a gospel singing featuring the Choir of Greater Hope Missionary Baptist Church, Murray, on Saturday, Sept. 7, at 7 p.m. A
fellowship period will follow the singing.

• Art By
Local
Artist

• Art
Supplies
and
Matenals

Framing
200 S. 4th St. Court Square

Register Now For

Fall Art instruction

HIGHWAY 641 NORTH, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
DAILY POLLEN & MOLD COUNT 1-800-756-4247

Pleschool Thru Adult • Classes Start Sept 9

502-753-7451 OR 800-756-5551

Call 753-7201

A
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Murdock listed on reading honor roll
Tera Rica Murdock, a student
at Calloway County Middle
School, has been inducted into
the Accelerated Reaciez International Reading Honor Roll for the
1995-96 school year.
The International Reading
Honor Roll recognizes students
who are their school's top reader
in the Accelerated Reader computerized reading management
program.
Murdock, daughter of Rick and
Stacy Murdock of Murray, won
induction into the International
Reading Honor Roll by earning
750 reading points.
Students in the Accelerated
Reader program earn reading
points based on the reading level
and difficulty of the books
they've read, and the number of
questions they answer correctly
on computerized book tests.

Mr. and Mrs. Smith in 1971

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday. Aug.
30, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Lan* baby boy, parents, Angela and
Mike, Cadiz;
Starks baby boy, parents, Julie and
Gary, Murray.
Dismissals
Michael W. McCoy, Hardin; Mrs.
Joyce M. Kenniston, Camden, Tenn ;
Kenneth Drew, Sedalia; John Sonny
Robbins, Hazel;
Mrs. Emma Roberson, Mayfield;
Miss Jaime L. Morgan, Benton; Miss
Amanda G Galindo, Paris, Tenn.,
Donald Dillard Brown, New Concord; Ms. Mary K Hartley, Alm°, Mrs
Carol A. Pritchard, Hamlin,
Fritz A. Frank, Miss Mary Lou Walker, Ms. Rita K. Williams, James David
Garrison, Frank A Overbey,
Mrs Avis Reuben° Robertson, Mrs
Shirley Ann Scott, Mrs Evelyn Wilkerson, and Danny Mason Rogers, all of
Murray.
• • • •
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Aug. 31, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Kimbro baby boy, parents. Kimberly
and Tommy Jr., Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Mamie Turbeville, Wingo, Mrs
Jentza K. Guthrie and Terry Raspberry. Hazel;
Miss Jennifer Riser, Mayfield; Mrs
Gwenda C. Wilhelm, Almo; Norville
Shane White, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Dina Sarah Kaiser, Mrs Clover
Cotham, Mrs. Trudie M. Miller, Mrs.
Dorothy Eileen King, Mrs. Elizabeth
Smith,
Mrs. Dixie Marie Hopkins, Mrs
Robin R. Free, Earl Outland, Miss
Leone P. Travis, and Rick Don OverPey, all of Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Smith in 1996

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Smith of Kirksey are today, Wednesday, Sept. 4,
celebrating their 25th wedding anniversary. They were married Sept.
4, 1971.
Mrs. Smith, the former Karen Loness, is the daughter of Ruth and
Jerry Bazzell of Kirksey and Charles and Edna Loness of St. Louis,
Mo.
Mr. Smith is the son of Rudy and Lois Smith of Kirksey.
They have one daughter, Elishia Smith of Murray; one son, Brian
Smith and wife, Angie, and one grandson, Tyler Smith, of Kirksey.

JOIN'-filMF!
.

•

Tera Rica Murdock
This year more than 1,800 students from schools around the
world were inducted into the
Honor Roll. Each student
receives a personalized award
certificate and bumper sticker,
and has his or her name entered
in Advantage Learning Systems'
permanent record as an outstanding achiever in reading.
The year 1996 marks the

10-year anniversary of the
Accelerated Reader.
"More than 22,000 schools and
thousands more educators are
convinced of the motivational
power of the Accelerated Reader
We're very proud of each student
who earns a place on the Honor
Roll." said Judith A. Paul. Duet:,
tor at Advantage Learning Sys
tcms, the Wisonsin Rapids, Wis.,
firm that publishes the Accelerated Reader.
She continued, "Not only have
they demonstrated excellence in
reading skills---they havt discovered the true Joy of eading. At a
time of declining literacy rates,
the students on the International
Honor Roll give us all cause for
hope."
The Acceleerated Reader is
currently in use by millions of
students across the United States,
as well as in Canada, the United
Kingdom, Ireland, and other
countries. National studies have
proven the program's effectiveness in improving student reading
ability.

The Industry's Best Price Just Got Better!

FUN & FASHION

kerne:nix' your mother Wiling you 'sever
wear what shoes Of pants after labor Dityr
Regardless of how the weather is, !attar Day
111411111)

Is officially

thought of am

beginning of Autumn, and

generally aawc sated wish your fall %wardrobe
other than as a blouse or top

nits year fall semis to be here emly,, some
of the leaves are falling and the olio has a hint
of cnspriess about it
Wondering what is new and lashaseabk
this season? Favorite pals are sweaters
most of these a hale shorter this year l.rorn
hand knit scenes to fashionable rippers.
from knights to muted sweater• arm •geod
investment for fall
Pants are glimmer and more

Take An Additional

fitted to the

ankle Pant wits we stronger and are being
shown with octets and vests in great fabrws
Leather and 'suede will ,be exciting this
lea son from vests, to'edicts and showing up
as own on every thuig
Jackets can be kinger so they can he worn
with leggings or the new shoner more fittest
to waist la also good. 11i1114. I are

RIGHT NOW...

twins made

I fashion stapte
'tresses remain prethy much uns hanged
from last season, with additions of rippers,
faux fur trim and anmr with a sportswear
influence.
Stripes remain strong because of the great
emphasis on classic

aporoweat

Rouc les and

menswear are also a map'! influence
Best color

pecks are

browns, indigo.

paprika, camel, red and black Purple is also

very

big; as is burgundy

Sweater vests are. great way to add ll,for

OFF
on

STOREWIDE!
Every Item In The Store
Is On Sale!

*papers & borders
*special orders
*decorative ceiling
medallions
*framed prints
*florals
*gift items & more

and texture 10 an outfit

fry one

Shoes for those fall picks have wide heels
and square toes
D K. Kelley has it all this season to make

you

the center of attention and feel great

about yourself and
Congratulations

your

to

fashion

I .1,111(11e

Tune 6 00 am
Clem Step Aerabro

rim, 6703 sot

who won OW of MU Wel 111‘44,
41141r0r4 -

picture frame

Please join us for lunch each

Fnday at Murray's most interesting store We
have something for everyone from Iterillf11,:
sliver

jewelry to tuns and handbags to lamp.

Stay tuned to next week's l•un and 1.ash1041
report.

305 S. 12th
—
Murray, KY • 753-7441

SUBSCRIBE

Get A Smart
Start In Life
SIVIARTFART

Tuns 1000 am
Class Sup Amobscs

Tire 11100 am
Claas, Toning

Time: 1003 aro
Oms Seep Aerobics

rime 10-00 am
Clain Toning

Time: 340-4 30 prn
QUI' Varrous
Aerobic

Tins, 340-4 30 prn
Oaas Venous
Sambre

Timm 3:40.4:10 pm
Oats: Venom
Aerobic

Time 3.40-4 30 pal
Clam Variorss
Aerobic

Tans, 4,30 pen
Clam: Sup

Time 4,30 pm
Ors Tam(

Time, 4 30 imn
CUB Step

Time 4'30 mn
Om. Toning

Saturday

Tim: 9:30 am
Claw WV . Cliorce

Class Step Aarobbo
,

last

am
Timm
Class Tcrong

Time 10.03 am
Char Sup Aercbres

CHECKING

ACCOUNT

Tune, 4,30 Fen
Clam hi/lo
,

Tuns 5:30 pen
Claw Sup

Timm 3:30 pm
Clam Step

Time 5 30 crrn
Oen Seep

T-..., 6:30 pm

Time- 5- 30 pm
Clam Step
Tune: 6:30 pen
Clams Ms

Clem Abe

MSU In The Carr : ealth Building
Tuesday

Monday

Wednesday

Trrne 7 3(14 30 ern
Lap Swim
Tens: S10430 am
Claes Arra Aerobium

.

Tune' 930-10710 am
Carl' Aqua Aerobics •
Arthruss Aquatics

Thursday

I

Tem, 1130-430 an
Class: Aqua Aerobic.

Tim: 630-9730 am
Oar, Aqua Aerobic

Time: 9:30 11130 ern
clam Aqua Acrobws &
Mir mos Aquatic.

Timm 9:30-10,30 ern
Osas Aqua Aerobics &
Art/truss Amiens&

Tem: 9-30-11130 am
Class Aqua Asrobus &
Arthritis Aquae=
..

1Lror s 3.0-9 30 pm
(lass Aqua A...rel.
& I ap S.trrl

TIM' 1 30-9 30 pm
Char Amu Amok".
5 Lip 1grirD

1510 Chestnut St. "University Branch" 9534295
Monday

Tuesday

.
Tam 1 3.0-43.0 pm
Clam Yard, Strength/
Aerobres Agea (7.)

Tam 1 304 10 pm
(lam V owth Strength/
Armisics An.
'
f •)

If you're between 16 and 30 years of age, we've got a deal for
you. With United Commonwealth's Smart Start checking account
you'll pay no monthly maintenance fee and no per check charge.
There's not even a minimum balance requirement.
There's no catch, no commitment - just free checking!

Tins 73013.0 ern
Lep Swim

Timm $30930 anr
Claw Aqua Aerobia,

Wednesday
lam 7 10 4 10 pm
Class Youth Stremphi
Aear.M. Asa.(7.)

Term. 311430 pm
Our SteptCivart
Strength Training

Open your Smart Start checking account today* at United
Commonwealth Bank. Or simply call (502) 759-9443
and ask for one of our customer service -representatives, for further information.
SI00.00 minimum to open the account.

Thursday
rm.:

3 30-4- 30 pm
Oms: Youth Simmegthi
Aerobics Ages (1.)
Tom 3.11630 pm
Claw Sorp1Chtnit
Swung& Training

Also available "After School- YOUTH STRENGTH TRAINING (ages 11-Ill yeass)
Monday-Friday 10r00- 1100

Babysitting Available At The 12th Street Branch
Friday 430-5:30 prn
Monday-Thursday 3:40-6:30 pin

ant

Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender
Saturday: 9:30-1130 sin

sense

B111111610f,

muRRAy.FAmiLy YMCA
Class schedule is subject to--change based on enrollment
209 N. "12th Street Branch" 959-9622
I Monday
Tuesday Wednesday , Thursday
Friday

a

alone.

V

EFFECTIVE SEPT. 3rd

over

menswear style white shot or under a tacker

,.
P .
it
..,

CLASS SCHEDULE

the

while sa not

Kirstie Kayann McClard celebrated her first birthday on Tuesday. Aug. 27, 1996.
She had a party at her home
which was attended by many
members of her family and
friends. "Mickey Mouse" was the
party theme.
Kirstie is the daughter of Mark
and Tanya McClard of Murray.
Her grandparents are George
and Patsy Nichols and Janice and
Terry McClard, all of Murray.

Her great-grandparents are
Mrs. Melba Suiter and Boyce and
Velma McClard, all of Murray.
Her great-great-grandmother is
Mrs. Sylvia Ard of Paducah.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Mr. and Mrs. Brewer in 1946

Mr. and Mrs. Delmar Brewer of 1002 Southwood Dr., Murray, will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Sept. 7.
- They were married Sept. 7, 1946, at Water Street Church of Christ, Murray, with Charles Lancaster Jr. officiating. Their attendants were Bill
and Orlene Bucy.
Mrs. Brewer, the former Burlene Knight, is the daughter of the late Roy Knight and Pearl Knight Johnson.
Mr. Brewer is the son of the late Charles Brewer and Effie Brewer.
Their two daughters are Mrs. Jeanie Morgan and husband, Mike, and Mrs. Tressa Ross and husband, Joe, all of Murray. Their three grandchildren are Shelby Morgan, Amy Ross and Rachel Ross.

Factory Discount Shoes
and
Nurse's Uniforms
Open Mon Sat 9-6, Fri 'ill 8, Sim
Downtown on Court Sq.
v

Y,

"We're saving
our auto
'
insurance...'
and getting more protection!"
While they travel the country! That's betau.st I iiese smart IFISTIEINWV
are members of State Auto's PRIME of LIFE"Plan.
If you are age T41 and iilder, and have qualifying auto and hi nueowners
inSiiiance With State Auto. yOtfl'all IT'eviVe substantial premium savings
and enhanced insurance pnitection. while pm eigiiy your active, diverse
lifestyle!
If you like to travel. wouldn't you like to know that you'll never have to
pay. extra for rental car coverage again'.'? That's just ime of the many
coverage extras you'll receive a.s a member of the PRIME of LIFE Plan.
culltitillleTS

You're :4 valued customer and we want to help you enjoy your
IME"! Contact your nulependent insurance agent today to find inil
lilt lit

Together, were friends you can depend on.. for the PRIME of LIFE!

STATE
AUTO

Wednesday, Sept. 4
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Piggly Wiggly/12:30-3 p.m.
Board of Calloway County Public
Ubrary/4:30 p.m.
ov•rsatsr, Anonymous/5:30
p.m./private dining room, MurrayCalloway Hospital. Info/Chris,
753-7490.
Goshen United Methodist Church
Women/7 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Small Prayer
Group/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Dinner/5
p.m./Newman House; Teen Life for
9-12 grades and Adult Education/6:30
p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center study/7
p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church service/7
Memorial Baptist Church prayer
meeting and youth mission groups/7
p.m
First Christian Church Choir/7:30
p.m.
First United Methodist Church Kids
Club tor Grades K-4 and Wednesday
night dinner/5:30 p.m.; Handbell
rehearsal, programs, Singers Unlimited for 5-8 Music../6:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
ciasses/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.; reception for Allen and
Maria Dutton/8 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church service/7
P•m•

Wednesday, Sept. 4
First Presbyterian Church Choir/6:30
p.m.; College Fellowship/6.45 p.m
Grace Baptist Church Kids Club,
Youth Bible Study, College/Career
Bible Study, Adult Bible Study/7 p.m

Wednesday, Sept. 4

First Baptist Church Youth Pizza
supper/6 p m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.;
Children's Choirs, Youth Prime Time/
6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting and Bible
study/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45
P.m.

Christian Academy opens

MURRAY CHRISTIAN ACADEMY photos
Murray Christian Academy has opened for the fall term. Three new

teachers, top photo, are, Holly Arterbum, left, and Tara Thompson,
right, with Carole Inman, center, administrator. Returning teachers are
Kathy Jacobs Kolley Kingins and Kelly Burgess. In bottom photo are
first graders waiting for instructions on the first day of school.

Thursday, Sept. 5
Hospice Volunteer Training first
session/6-9 p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Murray Preschool/ Head Start open
house/6-7 p.m. Info/762-3262.
East Elementary School PTO/6:30
p.m.
Youth Baseball Association fall
signup/3-6 p.m./Dennison-Hunt.
Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club rehearsal/7
p.m.
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club salad luncheon/noon.
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Murray American Legion Post 73 at 7
p.m./American Legion Han.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living,
Dixieland Shopping Center.
Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers
Association/7 p.m./PADD, Mayfield.
Breast Cancer Support Group
meeting/7 p.m./board room, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3862.
Murray Women of the Moose
Enrollment/8 p.m.
Health Express of MCCH/Syumsonia
Peoples First/9-11:30 a.m.; Blood River Baptist Building, Hardin/1-3 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m. at Main Street Youth
Center.
St. Leo Catholic Church Legion of
Mary/9:45 a.m.
Knights of Columbus/7 p.m./K-C
Hall.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9:30 a.m.
Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
First Christian Church Bazaar
Workshop/6 p.m./Fellowship Hall.
First Baptist Church Mothners' Day
Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.; Lifestyles Contemporary Issues/6:30 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m/for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray TOPS 1469/weigh-In/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Club/6
Kiwanis
Murray
p.m./Shoney's.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant,
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.

Hi-Energy Weight Control
For Both Men 8 Women
767-0780
Copiers so cost efficient, they save you
$350 before you plug them in.
411ANIPproductivity with

Of course a rebate isn't the only

affordability by offering you a rebate
on two of our most productive

feature that makes thesd copiers
cost efficient Both the 25 copy-

copiers Buy the NP 6025 or

per minute NP 6025 and the
30 copy-per minute NP 6030 give
you an array of productive features

NP 6030 copier and for a limited
time you'll get a certificate worth
$350 You can use it toward the
purchase price of the model you
choose or. if you prefer, related

while giving you a modular solution
to your copying needs now and
into the future

Whichever model you choose, you
get a level of reliability that will make
your whole office more productive
So come see the Canon NP 6025
and NP 6030 and connect yourself
with this great rebate offer

Canon

And both are .-?•011*
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ENERGY STAR '' compliant

627 Broadway
Paducah, KY 42001
1-800-227-4932
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90
Field Dinner

$1.79
Lb. $1.89

Franks

16 oz.

Assorted 9-11 Chops

Pork Chops

Ergai
GRAPES

Smoke
or Polish

16 Oz.
Pkg.
California

ICA Sliced

$1.69
9.6 oz. $1.99

Bacon
Tenn. Pride Heat 8 Eat

Sausage S Biscuit

Peaches
Red or Black

Plums

'
99
Lb. 9W
Lb.

New
Crop
Tennessee
Yellow Delicious

APPLES

Sirloin Tip
Steak
Boneless

Fryer Breast
Fillets
Boneless

3 Lb.
Bag

Center Cut
Pork Chops
2 Lbs. or More

93°h Lean
Ground Beef
I WITA. •Iti
XIV II 1

1111%10V"

BISCUITS

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI, MT. DEW,
DIET NT. DEW, DR. PEPPER,
DIET DR. PEPPER

4 Pk. 10 CL. Can

12 Oz. - 12 Pk. Cans

ICA Reg. or Buttermilk

BATHROOM TISSUE

FRENCH FRIES

4 RoU Pack

3

Stir

11
3
1
9*
Prairie Farm

Juice Drink

RC Of DIET RITE COLAS
2 Liter Bottle

Effective Dates:
Sept. 4-10

9'

Armour 5 oz. Can

1GA 12 Pack

Ice Cream
Sandwich Bars

$249

Kraft Americas Individually Wrapped

ORANGE JUICE

SAVE
20'

S i,
fE

CHEESE SINGLES

Vienna
Sausage

HOT FRIES
BACON CHEDDAR FRIES
PUFFED CHEERERS
sib - 8 oz. lags

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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Cards ride Gant's biceps

JIM
LITKE

By R. B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer

AP Columnist

Dallas gets
no free ride
from NFL

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Ron Gant
has biceps like Emmitt Smith's
and an ability to heal quickly,
just like the Dallas Cowboys running back.
Gant, who tore a rotator cuff
four days ago, doubled twice and
scored three times Tuesday night
as the St. Louis Cardinals moved
into first place in the NL Central
with a 12-3 victory over the
Houston Astros.
Royce Clayton said he was surprised that Gant was able to-come
back so soon. He, like many

other Cardinals, thought the
injury was a lot more serious.
"Emmitt Smith, it seems like
he's always falling hurt and coming back the next week," Clayton
said. "We're going to start calling Ron, Emmitt."
Smith went home from the
hospital in a neck brace after
being injured in Dallas' Monday
night loss to Chicago, but could
play in five days against the New

SCHEDULE
I mufil)A

Friday night. He returned to left
field and the third slot in the
order and helped the Cardinals
win their fifth in a row and
extend their mastery over Houston to 10-2 — including 5-0 at
Busch Stadium.
For the most part, Gant said he
can do the same things he did
before the injury.
"The swing felt good, as you
can see," Gant said. "It didn't
bother me at all on those
doubles."
St. Louis is back in first place
for the first time since Aug. 19.

York Giants. Gant said his injury
doesn't compare to that.
"His looked a little bit worse
than mine did," Gant said. "I'm
glad they didn't have to strap my
neck down or any of that stuff. It
wasn't as severe as everyone
thought it was, or as even I
thought it was in the beginning."
Gant hurt his left, non throwing, shoulder making a
headfirst slide into home plate on •See
Page 11

At least one thing the
National Football League has
in common with real life: No
free passes for the Dallas
Cowboys any time soon.
It took Paul Tagliabue only
a few minutes to establish that
Tuesday morning. That was as
much time as the NFL commissioner needed before
rejecting an emergency request
from owner Jerry Jones to let
the Cowboys play in the Canadian Football League for the
remainder of this season.
"I thought our guys only
behaved badly off the field,"
began a fax sent to the
league's Park Avenue office
from the Cowboys' Valley
Ranch headquarters. "Then I
was forced to watch them
play. Believe me, having them
arrested actually crossed my
mind.
"I was warned, but like
everybody else, I didn't want
to listen. The coaches kept
telling me during training
camp we'd have trouble beating the Winnipeg Blue Bombers, but 1 figured it was a
joke."
After pointing out the Cowboys couldn't block, tackle,
run, catch, throw, or even line
up correctly in Monday night's
22-6 loss to the Chicago
Bears, the request took on a
more personal tone.
"We haven't always seen
eye-to-eye on things," Jones
conceded, "but this move
offers both of us something.
I'll drop my $600 million lawsuit against the league, and
you get the Super Bowl trophy
back without arm-wrestling me
for it. All we get is the chance
to keep calling ourselves
'America's Team,' since the
only people who believe that
MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo
Calloway's Kennett@ Cleaver (left) kicks the ball away from a St Mary player in Tuesday'
hooey now are Canadians,
s game at the CCHS field. Calloway won 3-0 for its first
victory of the season.
anyway."
It was signed, "Respectfully, Jerry."
OK, so we made up the part
about it being signed
"Respectfully."
And OK, we made the rest
Staff Report
of it up, too.
assisted to Doron, and Lacey and we won probably 95 percent 5:30
Murray Ledger & Times
with the varsity to follow.
But don't think something
McCuan finished the scoring. of the 50-50 balls.
equally desperate wasn't on
Calloway County's girls picked
Calloway scored all of its goals
"We played with confidence at
BOYS SOCCER
the mind of America's Salesup their first soccer win of the
in the first half.
every
position, and it was what I
Reidlan
man up until the moment he
d 4, Murray 1
season Tuesday night, defeating
"We controlled the game at know we're capable of doing,"
REIDLAND — Reidland's
received news that running
St. Mary 3-0 at the CCHS field. every position," Lady Laker
Arant added. "It all came David Wall scored two goals
back Emmitt Smith wasn't
and
Calloway wasted little time
coach Sharon Arant said. "Elie together last 'flight."
assisted on two more to beat
hurt half as serious as first
getting on the scoreboard as Julie
Arant and Kennette Cleaver made
*St. Mary won the junior varsiMurray Tuesday night.
thought.
Smotherman scored just 30 secsome outstanding passes at mid- ty game 1-0.
Murray . (3-2) scored the
The exact moment when
onds into the game off an assist
field, and the whole team played
Calloway is back in action game's first goal. Micah
Jones began thinking this way
Cathey
from Krista Doron.
with such intensity. Marcia
Thursday night, hosting Lyon
is hard to pinpoint. It could
Later in the half, Smotherman
Adams did a good job at stopper County. The JV game begins at
have been as early as the first
II See Page 11
series, when his well-paid
right tackle, Erik Williams, got
hit with three penalties in four
plays. Or it could have been
the three successive series
later in the game, when three
of the Cowboys' most reliable
bets screwed up in succession.
First, Chris Boniol missed his
first field-goal attempt in 27
Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8. Times
tries. Then, quarterback Troy
By TOM WITHERS
Aikman threw an interception.
AP Sports Writer
The Murray State volleyball
Finally, Smith fumbled a
team rebounded from a Game 1
One
thing's
true
about
those
pitchout. By then, all was lost.
loss to defeat Alabama contending teams in the AL East:
Even slow -to-catch -on Birmingham 3-1 in their home
They can sure hit. As for their
sometimes coach Barry Switopener Tuesday night in Racer
pitching, well ...
zer recognized early that
Arena.
New York, Baltimore and Bosthings were not happening
MSU, now 3-2 on the season,
ton, the East's respective 1-2-3
with their usual precision.
was paced by the solid play of
teams, all missed a chance to
"When you can't even line
middle hitters Stephanie Diepick up some ground on the
up right, it's just inexcusable.
bold and Melissa Bridges. Dieothers Tuesday night in three
It starts at the top with me,"
blold led all players with 17
West Coast games that averaged
Switzer said at Tuesday's
kills and seven blocks while
24 hits and Si runs per contest.
postmortem, "and goes right
Bridges added 16.
The first-place Yankees rallied
on down."
"We started a little sluggish
before losing 10-9 at Oakland;
Switzer is blameless for
tonight but I think that was just
the Orioles were routed 10-2 by
plenty — the suspensions that
some nerves about being at
California, and the Red Sox nearcost playmakcr Michael Irvin a
ly came. back in Seattle before
hanctful of games and defenfalling to the Mariners 11-9.
MSU sophomore Stephanie Diesive lineman Shante Carver a _ So
today's stantn
bold,
i
v
left, had 17 kills in Tuesday's
look
just
•
as they did Tues
win over UAB.
with New

Lady Lakers win first; Tigers fall

• CCHS MHS vs St Mary
Wks Gott Course

SOCCER
II Lady Lakers vs. Lyon Co
CCHS Fieid — 7
II Laken at Hookinsville
Hoplunsvilie — 7:30
JV game — 5:30
• Lady Tigent at Headh
Heath — 7
I filDAY
FOOTBALL

•Calloway at Heath
Heath — 730
• Murray at Union Co
Morganheld — 7 30

Curry gives
QB Haskins
starting job
vs. Bearcats
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By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Billy Jack Haskins, who got minimal protection in the seasonopening loss to Louisville, will
remain as Kentucky's starting
quarterback when the Wildcats
visit Cincinnati on Saturday.
"Billy Jack is the starter based
on grading and knowing the
checks," Kentucky coach Bill
Curry said at his weekly news
conference on Tuesday. "But
Couch deserves to play. lust how
and when he'll play, we'll decide
that closer to game time."
In last Saturday's 38-14 setback to Louisville, Haskins completed 5-of-12 passes for 45 yards
and was sacked five times. He
had one pass intercepted, which
was returned 41 yards for a
touchdown by Sam Madison.
Couch, the national high
school player of the year last season, went in after Haskins' intercepted pass and connected on
8-of-20 passes for 101 yards. He
hit Isaac Curtis III on a 20-yard
scoring strike.
"Both did some things real
well, and both made some mistakes," said Curry, who added
that Haskins suffered a jammed
thumb in the first quarter.
More than anything, Curry was
critical of the offensive line that
provided lackluster blocking for
the backfield. In addition to dropping Haskins five times, the
Louisville defense sacked Couch
once and registered three tackles
for losses in manhandling the
Wildcats.
"Our guys aren't scared, but
they've got to be more aggressive," Curry said of the linemen.
"None of them played well
enough to win. Some played
good here and there."
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• See Page 11

East's top 3
goes 0-for-3
versus West

111 See Page 11

home for the first time," said
head coach Brenda Bowlin.
"Once we settled down we
played real well, especially in
the middle."
The Racers dropped the first
game 15-12 after leading 12-8
but evened the match at 1-1
with a 15-6 victory in Game 2.
MSU swept the next two games
to earn their third win of the
year.
Murray State served up a
season-high 12 aces in the
match, led by a trio of players
with three each (Kristi Hoffman, Krista Shumard and
Bridges).
The MSU volleyball team
heads to Cincinnati, Ohio this
weekend to compete at the
Queen City Invitational, hosted
by Xavier University.
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Sponsored By

FROM PAGE 10

BRIEFS
Murray Middle tops Fulton City 27-0
Enc VINOlor and Garrett McCutcheon each scored a pair of touchdowns
Tuesday night in Murray Msddle Schools 27-0 romp over Fulton City at Ty
Holland Field
Murray (2-0) opened up a 14-0 hareem* lead Valetta scored on a 60-yard
run to make it 7-0 and McCutcheon followed in the second quarter with an
8-yard TO run
In the third quarter Valeta scored from 50 yards out and McCutcheon
bolted over from 15 lor the hnal.TD Villaflor was 3 for 4 on PATs
Murray which travels to Fulton County next Tuesday was led on defense
by Thomas Olive

•AL East...
York up by four over Baltimore
and 6% games ahead of Boston.
And, each will play one more
game in the Pacific time zone
before heading East.
Elsewhere in the American
League, it...was: Chicago 6,
Detroit 4; Texas 9, Minnesota 7;
Milwaukee 8, Cleveland 2; and
Kansas City 5, Toronto 2.
One day after being no-hit over
seven innings by David Cone, the
A's collected 13 hits off Dwight
Gooden and three relievers.
The Yankees rallied for four
runs in the seventh inning, three
coming on Tino Martinez's 23rd
homer to tie it 9-9. But in the
bottom of the inning, Tony Batista delivered an RBI single off
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Sports

FROM PAGE 10
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Brian Boehringer (1-3).
Terry Steinbach drove in three
runs and Scott Brosius homered
for Oakland.
Paul O'Neill added a two-run
shot for the Yankees.
At Anaheim, Calif., Tim Salmon tied his season high with
four hits and drove in three runs
and Pep Harris earned his first
major league victory.
Before leaving in the seventh
inning, Harris threw a fastball to
Baltimore's Eddie Murray, still
needing one homer for No. 500.
Harris (1-0) got Murray to
ground out as part of an 0-for-4
night. He remained stalled at 499
homers in his bid to join Hank
Aaron and Willie Mays as the
only players with 3,000 hits and
500 homers.

But the Astros, now a half-game
back, could regain the lead with a
victory in the series finale Wednesday night.
"It's going to be a dogfight,"
Houston's Craig Biggio said
"You try to forget this game now
and come back tomorrow and get
out of town with one game."
Gary Gaetti hit a two-run home
run and Clayton, Bnan Jordan
and Luis Alicea added two RBIs
apiece for the Cardinals, who rallied to beat the Astros for the
second straight day and have
come back in each win during
their streak.
Todd Stottlemyre (12-10),

coming off his worst outing of
the year, allowed four hits - all
singles - iind struck out nine in
eight innings for only his second
win ia sin starts. Last Thursday,
StottleMyre allowed four home
runs and eight runs in two-plus
innings against Florida.
Astros starter Shane Reynolds
(16-8) allowed nine hits
for extra bases - in 6 2-3
innings to lose his second straight
start after a five-game winning
streak.
Tom Pagnozzi doubled and
scored on Clayton's sacrifice fly
in the third, and Gant doubled
and scored on Gaetti's 18th home
run in the fourth to give the Cardinals a 3-2 lead.

•Haskins...
FROM PAGE 10
Curry promised that the line
will be improved for the Cincinnati game.
"We did not show the tenacity
on the field that we will," he
said. "We felt like we made
progress in two-a-days, but we
didn't show that Saturday night.
But they will get tough."
Curry also said the linemen
need to react to a situation rather
than think through the play.
"It's got to be spontaneous,"
he said.
Eight true freshmen played in
the season opener - Couch,

defensive tackles Gordon Crowe
and George Massey, offensive
guard David De La Perralle, tailback Derick Logan, wide receiver
Quentin McCord, offensive guard
Omar Smith and tight end Chad
Spencer.
Six players made their first
start, defensive tackle Jeff Tanner, linebacker Dele Ali, offensive tackle Jeremy Streck, guards
David Berringer and DeAnthony
Honaker, and McCord. McCord
is the first true freshman to start
in a season opener for Kentucky
since running back Damon Hood
in 1991.
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season's worth of them; the
injuries that sidelined tight end
Jay Novacek and limited sonic
others, the quartet of defensive
starters from last season's
squad who became free agents
and defected.
But if anyone failed to set
the proper tone once those
things happened, failed to hold
people accountable for all the
slacking off and slipping
responsibility and the joke that
training camp became, it was
Switzer. His record of run-ins
with the NCAA made it seem
like he never stood for much
during his coaching days at
Oklahoma, but Switzer looks
positively decisive in
retrospect.
He has become such a wind
sock since going to work for
Jones that even though Switzer
was right to keep his regulars
in the game when Dallas was
down by 19 points, just a
whiff of criticism for not pulling Smith out of the game
sooner had him turning on
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FREE 21 Point Transmission Check-Up
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ence showed," Weatherly added.
"We've only got four players
back who saw significant game
time last year, and the others are
learning."
Murray plays at Owensboro
Apollo Saturday. The JV game
begins at 5:30 with the varsity to
follow.
GOLF
PARIS LANDING, Tenn. Murray's boys finished fifth in
the 12-team Henry County
(Tenn.) Invitational Tuesday.
The Tigers shot a team total of
334. Drew Holton led the way
with a 74 to tie for second overall. Ryan Pickens added an 80,
Anderson Howard shot an 87 and
Zack Rayburn had a 93.

Dickson County won the event,
followed by Henry County,
Cheatham County and Lexington.
Murray was the only warn outside of Tennessee in the
tournament.
BENTON - Calloway's boys
won over Marshall County and
Murray while Marshall's girls
defeated Murray.
Calloway finished with a team
score, uf, 149 while Marshall
wound up at 161 and Murray shot
182.
Individually for Murray, Trey
Long had a 44, Zack Rayburn
shot a 46, Jason Lafser totaled 49
and Wesley Alexander shot a 53.
Also competing was Phillip
Hocking, who shot a 57. Callo-

way's individual scores were
unavailable.
In girls play, Marshall won
over Murray 135-155. Melissa
Villaflor and Allison Vinson each
shot 31s to lead Murray while
Lindsey Lawson shot a 46 and
Dcidra Hughes had a 47.
Calloway's and Murray's boys
host St. Mary Thursday at Miller
Golf Course.

Change Fluids

14.

4Cluts Screen

himself.
"I was thinking about it
seven or eight minutes left to
play. But then I thought I'll be
criticized for giving up," the
coach said. "Now, I'll be criticized for leaving him in."
We won't know that for
sure until Sunday. That's when
the Giants come to town and
the injury report on Smith will
be a little clearer.
The Cowboys figured to be
a little out of sync in the early
going, but what happened
Monday night was ridiculous.
Now, they have to beat New
York and then Indianapolis at

'Adjust Linkage
'New Pan Gasket

Coimpon
Event* 9-31-9,3

'Road Test
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Is your transmission leaking, slipping, making unusual noises?
FINANCING AVAILABLE UPON APPROVED CREDIT
Discounts for military, retired military, senior citizens, students
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SEASON
TICKETS

•

home to offset likely losses at
Buffalo and Philadelphia. And
that is just to be in a position
.where Irvin's return still
means something.
If Smith doesn't make it
back before then, look out.
The headlines in the Chicago
papers predicting the Bears'
rise and the Cowboys' demise
on the evidence of just one
game looked silly Tuesday
morning.
"Dynasties don't begin that
easily and they don't end that
easily," Jones said, though for
the moment, he hardly sounded like his old, persuasive self.
Maybe not.
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ORDER YOUR
SEASON TICKETS
TODAY BY CALLING
(502) 7624895
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1996 Murray State football season is just
around the corner. With seven home games,
you won't want to miss this chance to get your ticket
for exciting Racer action at Stewart Stadium this fall.
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* Movie
Liquidation Sale *

14.95

Over 1,500 Movies

* Tanning
Special *

15 Visits For $24.95

VIDEO GOLD
1206 Chestnut • Murray • 759-4944
Sun. 12 Noon - 10 p.m., Mon.-Th 10-10 Fri & Sat. 10-11 p.m.
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Used Tanning
Bed For Sale

INTERNAL
TRANSMISSION
REPAIR

'Adjust Rands

Large Stslection

Of New Release
St Video Came.
Including
Super Sega &
Play.tation
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Well always be there for you.
NoevOlIce Ceereas 160436316
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Tune-Up Special

Retail $3896
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FROM PAGE 10
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•Lady Lakers...
converted after a shot by Al Plan
deflected off the goal.
Reidland scored two goals in
each half for the victory, outshooting Murray 6-4.
"They scored three goals on set
plays where Wall was able to
throw the ball into the goal area
and we didn't handle it well,"
Murray coach James Weatherly
said. "We didn't defend those
plays well, and they didn't have
to, work hard for their scores. The
score is not indicative of how
close the game was because it
was probably a one-goal game as
far as ball possession.
"We had about the same
opportunities, but our inexperi-
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DEATHS

-

James Morgan

Mrs. Ruby Rudolph

James Morgan, 72, Shoreline Dr., New Concord, died today. Wednesday, Sept. 4. 1996, at 5:14 a.m. at his home.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Maurine S. Morgan
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements

James L. Treadway
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James L. Treadway, 71, Mill Creek Road, Puryear, Tenn., died
Tuesday, Sept. 3, 1996. at I p.m. at Jackson-Madison County General
Hospital, Jackson, Tenn.
He was a member of Tower Grove Baptist Church, St. Louis, Mo.,
Disabled Amencan Veterans, and Lambskin Moulah Temple, St.
Louis, the latter for 36 years. Born Oct. 8. 1924, in Bunker, Mo., he
was the son of the late Houston Treadway and Edna Decker
Treadway.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Norma J. Treadway; two daughters, Mrs. Phyllis Jean Sunshine and Mrs. Karen Sunshine, St. Louis,
Mo.; one brother, Frank Treadway, DeSoto, Mo.
Graveside services will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at Puryear Cemetery.
The Rev. Stephen Gallimore will officiate. Masonic rites will also be
at the grave site.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements, but
no visitation will be scheduled.

The funeral for Mrs. Ruby Rudolph will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at
Palestine United Methodist Church, where she was a member. The
Rev. Calvin Clark and the Rev. Mike Litrell will officiate.
Burial will follow in Palestine Cemetery with arrangements by
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home where mends may call from
5 to 9 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Mrs. Rudolph, 87, Sycamore Street, Murray, died Monday, Sept. 2,
1996, at 11:47 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray. Born Aug.
1. 1909, she was the daughter of the late Will Tatum and Willie Williams Tatum.
Survivors include her husband, Thelmer Rudolph, to whom she was
married on March IS, 1926; one daughter, Mrs. Kathleen Herndon,
Murray; three sons, Gene Rudolph and wife, Loretta, Benton, and
Robert Rudolph and wife, Lucille, and Larry Rudolph and wife, Pat
Butler, all of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Louise Sins, and one niece,
Brenda Sins, Springville, Tenn.; eight grandchildren, Danny Carroll
and wife, Cindy, Sharon Calhoon and husband, Danny, Tammic Eaves
and husband, Mike, Tracy Rudolph and wife, Lisa, Linda Loveu and
husband, Carl, Donnie Rudolph and wife, Denise, Lynn Crittenden
and husband, Calvin, and Chris Rudolph; three stepgrandchildren,
Laura Morgan, Tracy Morgan and wife, Barb, and Crystal Winchester
and husband, Paul; 13 great-grandchildren; five stepgreatgrandchildren.

Services for Rupard Lewis Kline were Monday, Aug. 26, in the
chapel of Murphy & Hauss Funeral Directors, Macomb Township,
Mich. The Rev. Norman Farver, pastor, and Deacon Dan Larson of
Calvary Baptist Church officiated.
Burial was in Utica Cemetery, Utica, Mich.
Memorial tributes may be made to the Fair Acres Patient Activities
Fund, Armada, Mich.
Mr. Kline, 85, Shelby Township, Mich., died Friday, Aug. 23,
1996, at Fair Acres Nursing Home, Armada, Mich. Born Jan. 19,
.1911, at New Concord, Ky., he was the son of the late Glen P. Kline
and Etta Jewell Kline. Three sisters and four brothers also preceded
him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Relna Hutson Kline, to whom he
was married on June 29, 1935, at Hazel, Ky.; one daughter, Mrs.
Wanda Corning and husband, James, Shelby Township, and two
grandchildren, Jason and Jerilyn.

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
TIRES

7-5, Sat 7 Noon
IRE

WAREHOUSE
400

Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE
Since

Worry Free service

$200
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Murray-Calloway County Habitat for Humanity rebuilds a house In Murray.
Current Chapter President John Waldman,looks on as lumber Is being cut by
volunteer workers Charles Norma and David Groves. The local chapter Is
preparing to start house number four In the Murray area for a new owner.

1949

Services for Earl Darnall will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Jack Phillips and John Mays will officiate. Burial will follow in Bennie Starks Cemetery.
Mr. Darnall, 85, E. Darnall Lane, Hardin, died Tuesday, Sept. 3,
1996, at 2:07 a.m. at his home.
He was a retired farmer. One son, James Arvis Darnall, his parents,
Carlie Darnall and Mertie Rudd Darnall, one'grandson, one sister and
one brother preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Earlene Starks Darnall; one son,
Glenn Darnall, Hardin; one sister, Mrs. Pearlene Starks, Benton; half
sister, Mrs. Mildred Adams, Murray; one stepsister, Mrs. Rebecca
Woodruff, Calloway County; three stepbrothers, Roy Smith, James
Buster Smith and Donald Smith, Benton; two granddaughters; three
great-grandchildren.

What is Habitat for Humanity'? Is
your first mind's image one of
Jimmy Caner on a roof wheeling a
hammer? Habitat is that and much
In 1976 Habitat began when
Millard Fuller, a millionaire resident of Georgia, was led through his
Christian beliefs to give his wealth
away and dedicate himself to helping others build decent homes for
themselves. There are now more
than 350 independent, nonprofit
affiliates throughout the United
States.
Habitat is not a charity - not a
handout. Habitat is a "hand up." It is
a partnership with people willing to
help. those in need to build and
renovate simple, decent, affordable
housing. Families are carefully
selected according to their need and
their ability to pay monthly toward a
20 year, no interest mortgage. The
families must also be willing to
contribute 500 hours of labor "sweat equity" working with volunteers toward the construction or
renovation of their home.
Habitat, founded locally in 1988,
is ready to complete its fourth
house. The first two houses were
built from the ground up. The third
and fourth houses were existing
structures that were expanded and
totally renovated. Habitat's goal is
to build one house per year in
Calloway County. With the completion of 10 houses the program will

Mrs. Jeritza Knight Guthrie
Funeral rites for Mrs. Jeritza Knight Guthrie will be today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev. James Garland will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be pianist.
Pallbearers will be Kent Myatt, Billy Knight, Jimmy Knight, Larry
Conner, Roy Garland and Paul Garland. Burial will follow in Hazel
Cemetery.
Mrs. Guthrie, 58, of Hazel died Sunday, Sept. 1, 1996, at 8:47 p.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Her husband, Herman Guthrie, died
Nov. 13, 1991.
She was a member of Hazel Baptist Church. Born Aug. 20, 1938, in
Harlan County, she was the daughter of Ruth Knight and the late
Edwin (Ed) Knight. One grandson, Eli Linn, also preceded her in
death.
Survivors include three sons, Barry Guthrie and wife, Dec Dee, and
Chris Guthrie and wife, Tina, Benton, and Roger Guthrie and wife,
Melissa, Almo; two grandchildren, Hannah Guthrie, Benton, and Toby
Guthrie, Almo; her mother, Mrs. Ruth Knight, Hazel, and one sister,
Mrs. Jimmie Garland and husband, Roy, Hazel; one brother, David
Knight and wife, Sue, Hempstead, Texas.

Larry Scott Jackson

7 ?5\
FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

The funeral for Larry Scott Jackson will be today at 2 p.m. at St.
James AME Church, Mayfield. The Rev. Lawrence Millikin will officiate. Burial will follow in Oakrest Cemetery there with arrangements
by Mason's Memorial Chapel, Mayfield.
Mr. Jackson, 24, Mayfield, died Thursday, Aug. 29, 1996, at 10:39
.43. at the University of Kentucky Medical Center, Lexington.
An Army veteran, he was a graduate of Mayfield High School and
played on MHS football team.
Survivors include one daughter, Adrianna Jackson, Murray; two
sons, Demetrius Sims, Paducah, and Shaquan Hayes, Mayfield; his
mother, Ms. Shirley Todd, Murray; his stepfather, John Todd, Lewiston, Maine; his father and stepmother, James and Karen Roland, Blue
Ridge Summit, Pa.; three sisters, Stacey Jackson, Murray, and Stephanie Jackson and Wendee Morris, Mayfield; grandparents, Vernon and
Georgia Jackson, and Otis and Linda Roland, all of Mayfield.

Financing Available

Lease Tanks Available: There is also a limited number of
lease tanks available for qualified customers"

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011
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Our best deal on a chain saw lust got better Purchase
a Stihl 017 right now, and get this handy carrying
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Available for a bolded time only at partuvating Stthl Dealers

Chestnut St.
Murray
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3648.39
Air Products
54 + 1/s
A T & T.
52s/s + 1/1
Bell South ......................35'/s- 3/s
Briggs & Stratton
433/4 +
Bristol Myers Squibb---.$71/u, + 'is

Prices as of 9 a.m.
..........101/s unc
K U Energy
293/8 unc
Kroger
.............
421/4
1/s
L 6 & E.
223/4 + 3/s
Mattel ...............
......... 26 • 1/4
K -Mart.............

457/4 • 1/2
Corp. Ky.•....--.21B 223/4A McDonalds
...............
Chrysler
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Dean Foods
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+
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Hilliard Lyons
1

Mow Hoors: Iloe.-Trt. 9:00 a.m.-600 p.m.
Sot.900 a.na.-11:00 p.m.& Sun. 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
We accept Visa & Mastercard

Seas
US 1.2 270-154 lb..
US 1.3 300-450
US 1-3 4541-525 lbs.
US 1•3 525 & op lb....
.......
US 2-3 3011500
loan 535.14-34.09

Stock Market Report

.4t

Stop in and check out our wide selection of
hunting rifles, shotguns, pistols and accessories.

1111
Lor
Look
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HOG MARKET

Federal Slate Martel 'win Set rke SepL 4, le%
Kentocky Purchase Ares Flog Market Report Includes 2
Buying Stations Receipts Act. 310 Fat. 54 &arrows A
Gilig len lower Sows Steady to 2.00 lower
US 1-3 230-284 lbs.
$.10.54 • 541.5*
US 1.3 215.230 lbs.
S45.50 - 41130
US 3-4 244-21441
SOSO - 4130
US 1-2 2411.215
S3458 • 4134
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967-9744

S45 value, free.

Murray Home I Auto

LINDSAY McNUTT

('BT

(Across from the United Methodist Church
just off the Court Square)

case and spare loop of chain, a

;14::: •

•••

500-A Maple Street • Murray

OEM
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All gifts are tax deductible. We
are always looking for volunteers
for the following committees: fundraising,publicity,family selection,
construction, architecture
and
building, material acquisition and
storage,church covenant,site selection and goal and future planning.
Join a wonderful group of volunteers to give a "hand-up" to some
deserving families. For further information on how you may become
involved contact Murray-Calloway
Co. Habitat for Humanity,P.O. Box
1139, Murray, KY 42071 or phone
759-1604, 753-7964 or 436-5405

Murray High School senior Lindsay McNuu was recently awarded a
scholarship to attend the World
Model and Talent Competition in
Memphis on Sept.6-8. This scholarship is awarded only to those models who show "great potential,"
according to her modeling agency
Model World of Jackson, Tenn.
An active senior, McNuu is in the
Murray High choir and band, and is
on the journalism staff for the
school newspaper.
She is the daughter of Ron and
Debbie McNutt of Murray.

.....
......

'

WE'VE MOVED
TO TOWN!
NMI

be practically self-supporting.
Money will be generated through
monthly mortgage payments as well
as local fundraising efforts of the
organization. Funds are also raised
from local churches, community
groups, businesses, and individuals.
Of each SI given,95 cents stays in
Calloway County. Habitat is extremely greatful for its many donations, both monetary and gift inkind from our community.
Habitat needs you. Gifts of labor
are invaluable to the efforst of the
organizations. We need plumbers,
painters, block masons, carpenters,
electricians "go-fors arid beggars" anyone handy that is willing to
donate a few hours of labor. Habitat
also appreciates gifts of building
lots, building materials, appliances,
knowledge, and of course cash.
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Mrs. Zenobia T. Grooms, 91, Coca Beach, Fla., died Monday, Sept.
2, 1996, at 7:20 p.m. at National Health Care Center there.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.
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McNutt awarded
scholarship for
model competition

Mrs. Zenobia T. Grooms
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Habitat for Humanity
provides helping hand
for Calloway County

Earl Darnall

Rupard Lewis Kline
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
QAPlQY As12
$6.00 Column Inch
ae% Discount 2nd Run,
ao% Discount 3rd Run
GU .1 Ado Slue Art *Vey 4 Day Podocl.)
$2 00 per column Inch extra for CIO
Tuesday (Shopping Gulclet).
020
025
Reader Adl
0.310
30e per word, $6 DO minimum 340
lit day.6c per word per day for
050
each additional consecutive
Shopper
day. $200 extra for
Clues Classrfieds go into Shopping Guide) $200 extra for
90
blind box ads
370
390
Yard Sale $750 Preos2d 4010
A52.001** will be required to make
arty changes to ad wee deodiine. 550

Lego+ Notice
Notice
Personals
Cora of Thanks
in Memory
Lost & Founo
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
LiVerOCk & Supplies
Poultry & Suppias
Prociace
feed & Seea

110

010
230
250
290
530

290
2135
330
313
320
330
340
300

REAL ESIAIE RENIAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
Mobile Home Lots Tor Rent
Business Rentois
Wont To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

000
070
090

otioe

Lordy, Lordy
Look Who's 40
& Getting
Bigger.
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Nelp
Wanted

MASSAGE To You is
pleased to announce Me
Terri Hamilton M T is
available Wednesdays
from lOarn 8pm for MasCall
sage Therapy
753 3801, for an appt

Part-Time & Full-Time
DELI HELP
NEEDED
Apply in person at
Owen's Food
Market

MUMS Pre Season Sale U
dig or potted 15 Varieties
to choose from 2 Miles S
Old Murray Paris Rd
753-2171, 753-1078
MURRAY Sewing Center
Machine quilting, $31 50 inducting batting 753 5323

ALTERATIONS. Ruth's
See 8 Sew 753-6981

0-in
Cord
of Thanks

FREE Pregnancy Tests
LI$ehouse 753-0700
HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1 00 Buys moans
women children leans
sweaters. sweat shirts
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 7536981

qty
We the family of

Ruby Stallons wish to
thank our friends and
neighbors, West View
Nursing Home, Dr.
John Quertermous,
Miller Funeral Home,
Bro. Elijah Balentine,
and the singers for all
their kindness during
the, time of our loss.
May God bless each

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available,
100% reinsured,

one.

100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal
McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

kr,6
4—TAR PET & FLOOR COVERING
Doing it right the first dm* costs
lees then doing it over.
First Quality carpet, hardwood, toe I vinyl
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Murray
Jim Knght Sales S Instailstioe
Tool Rd
Jay Knght
latch Knight
(night's
Hwy 641 - 1V2 Miles South of Murray to
Haul, KS
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

753-7728

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we wits all 10 Also at age 65 to 65/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be
1 Price 2 Company stability 3 Service
We represent 7 "A U Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

Ae,ricwes

170
so

Vacuum C cone's
Sewing Mac nines
Herovy Ea-Aomori,
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Msceioncous
1 V & ".?ciao
Per's & Supoies

95
200
210
220
240
200
380

ECOEI
USA TRUCK'
Drivers
Expenence earns you
top pay Perm assigned
conventionals, annual
sign-on/production bonuses, 90% no touch
freight, excellent benefits Training program
tor driving school grads
USA Truck
Call 1400-872-8782
Mon -Fri
7 a m 12 midnight
Sat 8 a m -12 noon
EOE-M/F/DN
A busy's doctor's office is
looking for a part time re
oepbonist Must be energe
tic Please send resume to
P0 Box 1040 Z Murray
KY 42071

INDEPENDENT Living
1 000 WEEKLY stuffing en- Specialist• Working with a
velopes Free into Send not-for profit disability
self addressed stamped rights and resource agency
'envelope to Express Dept who provides program and
96, 100 East Whotestone services people with disaBlvd Suite 148-345, Cedar bilities in Murray and
Park, Tx 78613
Purchase District area SoAVON $8-$15/hr No door cial Service/ advocacy
to door No min order background helpful, but not
posi18yrs+ 1 800 827 4640 essential Full time
bon People with disabililnd/sts/rep
ties encouraged to apply
CARPENTERS helper and Travel involved Send relaborer needed Will train sume by September 13,
for promotion to carpenter 1996 to CAL, Attn Jeanne
436-2766
Gallimore, 1304-U Chestnut Street, Dixieland ShopCARPET installers, Westping Center, Murray, KY
ern Kentucky location Ex42071
perience installing residential carpet 8 vinyl, Toots SONIC of Murray is now
furnished Benefits & bonus accepting applications for
program Send resume to
the position of Assistant
Human Resources, Manager Successful applP.O Box 490, Benton. KY icant should have 1-5yrs
42025 Equal Opportunity experience in fast food
Employer
management and be able
COMPUTER Users to work days, nights, and
weekends Advancement
Needed Work own hours
is possible Apply in person
$20k to $50 k/yr
from 9am-5pm at Sonic of
1-800-3.48-7186 x 486
Murray, 217S 12th St, MurCONGENIAL person with ray, KY. Ask for Richard
computer experience, sub- No phone calls please
mit resume to Catherine at
Century 21, Loretta Jobs WANTED A medical tranRealtors, University scriptionist for a busy docSquare, 303 N 12th St
tor's office Must have ex753-1492
perience Please send re
sume to P.O Box 1040 Y,
DAY shift help wanted
Apply at Dutch Essenhaus Murray, KY 42071.
EXPERIENCED carpenter
needed for residential construction in Murray area
Must be ambitious. Call
436-2766

CAROL'S Custom Clean
irig Home and office ser
vices Reasonable rates
Bonded reliable For more
information please call
753 9351 ask for Carol
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
HOME & Office cleaning
Daily, weekly, summer
cleaning Ph Valerie.
759-5021
IMMACULATE Cleaning
Services. Professional,
reliable cleaning for commercial or residential. Excellent references.
519-0838.
WE will babysit in our
home Safe. dean, Christian environment Call
753-3193 ask for Nancy or
Karin
References
available
WILL take care of elderly
people during the day in
New Concord 436-2066

100
Business
OfporiunIty
CAREER FRUSTRATED?
NEED ADDITIONAL INCOME? Earn serious mo
ney in spare time working
from your home For more
information phone,
502-354-8008

12(1
Computore
MUST sell Pentium 75
Laptop 8mb RAM, 800rnb
HDD, touchpad Asking
$1850 obo Call leave message 767-0810
SMITH Corona word processor, 3800 office system,
like new, $200 436-5354
leave message
USED computers, bought
and sold 767-0858

110
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night_

* * IMMEDIATE * *
Opportunities Available for
Assistant Manager &
Manager Trainees

EXPERIENCED tobacco
cutters needed Call
435-4424

sHoe sensaTion

GEOMETRY Tutor wanted
Call after 5pm, 759-9215

Take A Giant Step For
Your Retail. Career!
Energetic, hardworking individuals needed.
Shoe experience preferred but not necessary.
Benefits Include:
Competitive Salary, Bonus Plan, Insurance,
Paid Vacation, Generous Store Discount,
Contests and Opportunity for Growth.

HOUSEKEEPER needed
Must be dependable honest and thorough Prefer
Thursday, other days possible References required
P0 Box 1040 L, Murray
KY 42071
POSITIONS now available
at Shoney's are, 1 day
cook, 1 day salad bar attendant. and 1 dining room
supervisor Apply in person, N 12th St, Murray
SEEKING an experienced
individual to care for intent
in our home 2-3 days per
week References required Excellent rate of
pay with possible increase
depending upon additional
duties chosen to be performed by child care provider, le , cleaning, cook
wig, washing clothes, etc
For interview phone
435-4635
Great Training!
Money for School!
Career experience'
Adventure' Travel' Respect!
New friendsi Pndel Cash' and
a partridge in a pear beel
Get .tall
!wept the partridge)
Call the Guard Today
SFC Eddie Dillon
502-753-8210
—
or Toll Free
1 -888-KY GUARD

REAL Walt SAM
210
365
420
430
4.35
400
450
400

Mobile Hurries For Sae
For Sae or lease
Horne Loans
Rea Estate
Lake Pt opsor*v
Lots Foe So o
Forms id( Sat,
Homes PO(

410
540
560
570

Apply at Chestnut Hills Plaza or send
resume to: Shoe Sensation *939
718 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky 42071

POSITION VACANCIES
The City of Murray has the following vacancy as listed:
Water Plant Operator I
Position:
Department: Murray Water System
Salary Range: Salary depending on experience. S7.00/Hour Minimum plus benefit package
which includes health insurance, retirement plan,
sick & vacation days.
Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed position are available at the
City Clerk's office located at 5th & Poplar
Streets in the City Hall Building.

Sports
Equiinnete
ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Ellune
492-8646 days 753 1418
evenings
CASH for GI JOE toys old
or new 7537185

CASH paid for good used
Mies, shotguns and pis
tols Benson Spotting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray
PORTABLE welder,
200amp or larger Tandem
hat trailer, 14-20t1 long
90 1 58 4 6 288 , or
901-642-0475
WE buy Army Surplus
759 4490
150

Mat-Fd. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Scdurday Ckxad

Public Sole
f or Troao
F-ree Colare
Woritec

Say

• Deadlines are 2 days
in advance!

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

In The Classifieds

BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767 9744 Pistols
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650
NORDICTRACK WalkFit
treadmill, $450 Call
767 9729
SKI MACHINE Call atter 6
759-9839

•

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

West-View
NuRSINGr

220
Articles
For 8.11

HO C4 E

Musical

6x8x6 high enclosed utility
$850 obo
trailer
759-9932
7x17 OVERHEAD garage
door, $250 753 0964
AIR Fresheners Commer
cial quality now available
for homes, starting at $6 50
per month Save on potpoun and candles Call
Shawnee Air Systems,
502 753-9094

BACH trumpet. used 1
semester, $300 759-1021
BALDWIN Electronic
Grand Piano, MIDI cap
able Full size keyboard
Never needs tuning, excellent condition. $1000
753-5778
SELMER Bundy II, Alto
Sax, used only lyr Excel
lent condition 753-6176

YAMAHA organ, 2 key.
ARTIC Power portable boards, 20 pedals, unitrn
1400G,
AC
generators
fled sound combinations,
$699 00 Sale price, hinged keyboard cover
$450 00 AC 1800G, Perfect organ for small
$799 00- Sale price. church Beautiful wood ca
$550 00 Darnell Marine binet, $3,000 753-2215 af
Sales 753-3734
ter 6 00 or leave mess
DEER HUNTER'S SPECIAL Deer Chow, Deer
Blocks, Deer Co-Cain,
Stump Likker. automatic
feeders, etcll Come see full
line at Farmers Farmacy,
Dixieland Center
759-2248
FOR sale Refrigerator,
stove, TV, speaker, couch,
chair, dining table 8 chairs
Many small items, beds,
microwave 8 weights
Fn /30th til Sept 15 1210
Main St
HARDY outdoor wood
furnace
burning
180,000bei Heats 6,000sq
tt, $2,000 437-4252
LAWN tractor, Lawn Chief,
15hp, hydrostatic drive/
mulching unit 2yrs old,
$750 767-0506 after 5pm
NO Payment No Interest
until Jan of 1997 Or low
interest rates on all Cub
Cadet lawn & garden tractors Lambs Small Engine
Industrial Rd 753-2925
QUALITY storage carports
20yr Warranty 12'x21
starting at $97500 20x21'
starting at $1471 00 16
Gauge metal 2'h pipe
legs 5 centers Installed
on site Colors available
Darnell Marine Sales
753-3734
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal 8
Supply Co 489-2722
STRAW for sale $1 75 per
bale Ph 489-2436. if no
answer leave message
USED furniture 8 ap
pkances Washer, dryers,
ref ranges air cond TV's
Wood chairs chest dressers, desk lamps student
desk George E Hodge.
806 Coldwater Rd
Home
Furnishings
2 END tables 2 lamps &
queen sire waterbed hardside 753-7947
1nS

ANTIQUES
492-8746

OFFICE HOURS;

Sae

MISCELLANEOUS

200
Domestic
& Childcare

Cafeteria 753-2334
FOUND Female, brown
Lab or Blood Hound, wear
ing a collar & flea collar No
tags 753 0912

130
140
150
155
lop
165

MERCHANDISE
Co^ ;.)u'ers
for Sole or Trod.
Wont To Elc.er
Articles For Sole
Appiancex
Home Furnsnings

071)

All stored items in storage unit #161 & 184 at Key
Mini-Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121 South,
Murray,KY 42071, have been abandoned and if all
charges for storage unit #161 & 184 are not paid in
full on or before September 15, 1996 Key MiniWarehouses will have legal possession of all items
stored in storage unit #161 & 184. A sale date for
said items stored in storage unit #161& 184 will be
posted at a later time.
020

Motorcycles
Aato Services
Auto Porn
usea Cars
Vans
used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

Help
Wanted

Legal
*Wei

Legal

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
ricohng & Cocking
Services Offered
IRANSPORIADON

010

010

010

SERVICES

IMPLOYMINI
Help Wonted
CiCerteStiC & Crecicor•
Situation yidoetea
Business Opportunity
instruction

ANNOUNC MEN IS

Monalttlign
AdveMbets we tegmested to
check the lest IlesesNon of
Owe ads tot any wog. Mow
Lodger & Meer MI be resPonsIbie tot only este boorfed Insertion. My emu
Mwouid be tepoded Immedl°key so convections con be
mode.

753-1916

CA LL

AME
M
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Call

Deadline for accepting applications is 5:00
p.m.'on Tuesday, September 10, 1996.
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

14FT Krause disk, 4 row
cutlivator 502-753-7845

Drug screening will be required of all
applicants.

1967 CHEVROLET grain
truck. 13/,' liadwest bed &
host Call 492 8566

MDS COORDINATOR
West View Nur sang Home ISO superior rated, 174
bed Mecicare certified nursing facility affiilated with Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Our facility otters competitive wages and
excellent benefits including health and Ilte
insurance as well as paid vacation days
This position Is available on the 7-3shitt. 3 days
weekly The applicant must be a licensed RN or
eligible for licensure In Kentucky Long term
care experience preferred
For more information contact Barbara Clapp.
RN. DON at 767-3654 or you may obtain an
application form In the business office

502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY

KENTUCKY 42071

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
12x65 WITH or without lot
753-6012
1994 ATLANTIC, 16x80
shingles vinyl All ap
phances $24,700 Deck
optional on beautiful rental
lot 759 9600

1996 BELMONT, 16x80, 2
bedroom, 2 bath with enter
tainment center, with central air & skirting for only
$25.500 Northgate Mobile
Homes, 88 Main St, Ben
ton, KY Ph 502 527-1362
1996 CHANDELIER,
14x70, 3br, 2 bath All
electric, appliances & c/a.
damaged, $9500 obo Call
753-7975
'96 ATLANTIC mobile
home Loaded, 3 bedroom,
2 bath, am/fm cass radio
built in all wood cabinets
and bled trim Real nee
753-1186
a-1996 BELMONT. 16x80,
3 bedroom, 2 baths. Island
kitchen with central air arid
skirting REDUCED to
$25,900 Nortrigate Mobile
HOMENS. Benton, KY Ph
502-527-1362

FIELD INTERVIEWER
INTERVIEW PEOPLE FOR UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT SPONSORED STUDY
RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE, a research
firm in North Carolina,is seeking field interviewers to
conduct in-person interviews with randomly selected
residents in their homes in Calloway County, KY.The
study will start in September 1996 and continue
94..
through December 191
-Flexible schedule, with most work completed during
evenings and weekends
*Average 20 to 25 hours per week
-Must be able to attend and successfully complete a
paid training session to be conducted September
25-30, 1996.
-Pay rate ranging from $6.50 or more per hour based
on experience*
-Must have dependable transportation, mileage reimbursed at S.31/mile
-No solicitation involved, although sales experience
is helpful
-Experience preferred but not necessary
-Position calls for self-motivation and accurate record
keeping
For more information, call Chns Jones at 1-800-8484072 between 815 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.(Eastern time).
Monday through Friday, on position EDE'S.
•All interviewers will be employed by SELECT
Staffing Services, under subcontract to R11. SELECT
Staffing Services is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. (M/F/V/D-)

COMPLETELY remodeled
14x65, 2br, 2 full baths set
up on rented lot $8750
753 6012
HUGE 50th anniversary
salell Sept 6 7 8 8th Buy
special red tagged lot mod
els arid receive underpin
ring 200 AMP electric box
pole and up to 20 water
& sewer hook up Dineuns
Mobile Homes, Inc Hwy
79 E (north) Paris TN
1 800-642 4891
LARGE selection of used
homes Late models and
older models See the
housing leader Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc Hwy
TN
Paris
79E
1-80642 4891
REDUCED, 1996 Southridge levee front kitchen, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, beige carpet cherry cabinets. dishwasher with large Irving
room for only $21,500 See
Roger or Judy at Lakeland
Quality Homes, 641 N
Ph
KY
Benton,
502-527-5253
SPECIAL, 1997 Southridge
16x80 teal green decor.
French doors to master
bath cherry cabinets See
at Lakeland Quality
Homes, 641 N, Benton,
KY Ph 502 527 5253

Miirra-Calloiva Count) Hospital a leader in
providing qualth healthcare in Western
Kentucky and *Whitest Tenrwtsee unnourn es
the following /oh openings

INFORMATION SYSTEMS LEAD
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST:
Full time position requires a 2 year degree from
an accredited college in the held of Information
Systems Of Computer Science A 4 year degree is
preferred 2 to 3 years previous experience in
health care programming preferred Knowledge
of the digital VMS operating system on a VAX
platform or other multi user operating systems
preferred Knowledge of PC based systems, PC
hardware cornmunicabcxi software and commercial software packages required Knowledge of
electronic claims billing preferred

For details contact
Per sr
I )ept

(302)762-1106
"

MURRAY
CALLCANNY
'0UNTY
C.
HOSINTAL

it0:1 Poplar Street ir Murray. Kentucky 42071

fer,

aavatiae -
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463

'

Per Sri
Or LION
2 OR 38R gas or electric. TOEMCCO barn. 323152 at
central Iva Edgs ot arty Coldwater 502 489 2116
leave message
limes 753 5209
370
Moils
Maas Lets kit Asa

Limiest*
Illopies

MOBILE home site for rent
767 9435 ix 742 4436

10YR old Sorrel quarter
horse caking Good trad
horse gentle Needs nding
753.7477
1096 16F T gooseneck
stock trailer 435 4301

Available Now
Stella Storage
Mini Warehouses
3 sizes to choose
from Located behind
Stella Grocery On
Hwy 121 North
753-7443

,-,
• e.
t11'

. •"`i

•'
1- '31
'•

88FTx5Oft Metal building
Insulated gas heat Can be
used for 1 or 2 shops or
stores Located 406 Sun
bury Circle See Carlos
Black at Backs Decorating
Center or call 753 0839 or
436 2935

. • 'k.' •:.

DOWNTOWN upstairs of
lice space on Court
Square Rent $95 Includes
utilities 753 1266
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
753 2905 or
able
753 7536

380
Psis

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436 2858
MINIATURE Greyhounds
and miniature Collies
436 2953
REGISTERED Border Collie pups for sate 492 6614
days 492 85130 nights
WELL bred AKC Reg Beagle pups lOwks old
753-2605 after 5
410
Public
Sale

OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza. 104 N 5th St
753 8302 or 753 9621
32n

Garage Sale

Apertaitals
Far Rad
1,2,3130 apts Furnished
very nice new MSU No
pets
7 5 3 1 25 2
days 753 0606 after 5pm
for

rs.

RENTED.:

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-4109
EXTRA nice duplex, 2br, 1
bath washer, dryer, dehwasher Contralti/a, deck,
garage No pets Lease &
deposit required
753-5719
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel.
KY now taking applications
You must be 62 handicapped or disabled Rent
based on income Handicapped accessible Equal
Housing Opportunity
TOO* 1 800 247 2510
5278574 or 492 8721
HILLDALE Apt now taking
applications for 1.2. & 3br
apts Handicap accessible
Apply at Holkiale Apts office
Monday Friday, 7 30-3 30
Equal Housing Opportun
fly 437 4 113 TOO
i 800 545 1833 X287
KENTUCKY Lake Lake
land Westly Village, 1br
apartment, utilities in
cluded, rent based on in
come 62 & oider, or handi
cap 5 disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502 354 8.888
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apart
inents now accepting appli
..ations for 1 2br apart
merits Apply in person
I 30pm 4pm, Mon Fri.
1409 Duigiud Dr
NOW taking applications
tor Section 8 low rent hous
wig Apply in person at
Southside Manor. 906
Broad St Extended be
hveen 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
NICE brick 2br duplex.
$275 wkieposit Call after
4pm 753 1513
2.1a
Roams
Fat Real
WANTED Two room
private rooms, walk
ing distance to Murray
State Call 901 642 0784
after 8pm

38R, 24 baths wlacuzzi
brick, 2200sq ft of Irving
space, plus large 2 car
garage In new exclusive
gingko family subdivision
753 534.4
160
For Real
Or Lame
a•
.• , •

Thurs. & Fri.
121 North, turn right
on 299 (Kirksey
Hwy) then right on
Poor Farm Rd. or
641 North turn right
at Fisher Price light,
go 4 miles.
Just moved lots of
items. All sizes of
clothes

4-Family
Yard Sale
At Old park
Sept. 7
8-?
2 couches and chairs. cof
lee tables, end tables,
iomps, microwave metal
closet, what not shell, sal
reo, housithold items.
clothes Tupperware, and
Mary Kay products

2-Party
Yard Sale
1st Time
1002 Southwood
Drive
Thurs., Fri.
& Sat.
7-?

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

Need
Extra
Cash?
Your Ad Could
Be Here...
Clean out your
closets basement or
garage Advertise these
'no longer needed'
items in the classifieds

753-1916
Classifieds
Office Open

'

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

Haan
For Saki

FOR Sale 6. Acres of
prime busking land Some
woods, corner Mt. road
frontage from Woo side.
North Of Wilily on Writer
Road $25,500 Cali
901-644 7587

BRICK/ ranch sty* approi
3.000aq IL 2 car garage
3br. 2 full baths, lg den with
ireplece w/aciprang sun
room Lg living/ dining
room patio & wolves/amity
landscaped 3 Mies from
Court Square on 121 So,
1 6 acre tot, fenced backyard, 6142,500 Appt only
753-0261, 753-8272

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759 4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchsa•
homes all pnce ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

AKC English Setter puppies Shots & wormed Call
502 247 5222
AKC reg small toy poodle
wormed
pups
vet
checked
Call
502 489 6081

7:30 am. - 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday

Closed Saturday

Closeout Sale
On All 1996 Models
Shop and Compare
Many To Choose From.

Best Home Center
Camden, TN

901-584-2009

es

asal
blots

Lie
Property
CLOSE to Lake 12x60,
2br, 1'4 bath Mobile home
on 4 large wooded lots
Approx VA acres, w/C.HA
AN utilities. 12x22 room addition under construction.
storage building 4 Mile to
boat ramp in Keniana Lake
Shore Heights 1st $13,500
buy it 502 436 5719 if no
ansiker leave message No
Realtors please
LAKE Properly on Barldey,
146 2 acres with approximately 3000f1 of shoreline
in Trigg County 527-1285
or 354 6301
440
Lots
Far Sale
3 HUGE corner lots in Pre
ston Heights 500 feet from
city limits All underground
city utilities 753-2339
4 ACRE mobile home site,
priced to sell 5 mites north
of Murray 767 9435 or
742 4435
BEAUTIFUL 6(.-) acre
building site in Rock House
Estates, northwest of Murray, with new pond and
dock, $22,500 436-5068
MURRAY Estates Starting
at $18,000 Great location
for now & the future
502- 4 35 - 4 48 7,
904-673-0040

ises(sie
011eree

Fess
For Sale

'89 YAMAHA 4-wheeler,
350 Warrior, etectnc start
with reverse Looks good,
runs greet Cal 759-4967
'90 RM 250, excellent condition, $1550 All gear included 753 0084 leave
message

38R. 2 bath house, 18
acres, 4 outbuildings, high
tensil fence Quiet neoghborhood, plenty of trees,
$134,500 An additional 33
acres available with tobacco barn, $64,500 Ph
489-2446
5 ACRES with
home 489-2734

mobile

Used
Cars
1973 OLDS Delta 88, good

asn

-SOLD

age.
1974 VOLVO 144, hunter
green, 160xxx, new Ores,
brakes, battery Good condition $1500 759-9773
1984 GRAND Marquis,
72xxx miles, all power, excellent condition. $3500
753-5463
1984 OLDS Cutlass 2dr,
$1500 753-0196
1988 CHEVY truck
4-wheel drive, full size
753-2212 after 5 pm

ACREAGE for sale 1-A to
275-A Owner financing
502-759-4713, 9am-5pm

1989 LINCOLN Town car,
$6,000 759-4406

HORSE lovers dreaml
Shade, pond, stables &
open toads 26 Aaes
).
$40,000 435 4537

1991 HONDA Accord EX,
sunroof, 5sp, 72xxx moles,
$10,000 753-1326
1994 CHRYSLER LHS,
mint condition, 614,900
obo. Must sell. 519.0631.
1996 GRAND Am SE,
$17,700 new, 11 xxx miles
$15,700 obo Must seel
762 4017

121 NORTH Butterworth
Rd. 3br, 2 bath beck, con
tral a/c, natural gas heat.
cable, 2 car garage, paved
drive 489 2408
1300S0 ft house, 24x30
shop on 2 7 acres adjoining 4 lane on Van Cleave
Rd. $45,000 753-4525
2YR old home,4 miles from
town 3br. 2 full baths, 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
- extras 753-4761
3I3R, 2 bath house, 18
acres, 4 outbuildings, high
tonsil fence Quiet neighborhood. plenty of tees.
$134,500 An additional 33
acres available with to
bacoo barn, $64500 Ph
489 2446
48R 1 bath new 1.4SU on
large lot Hardwood floors,
garage
$65,000
753 9369
IBR 2 bath beautiful older
brick home with garage &
fireplace $90s Coleman
RE 753 9898
48R. 2 bath brick, utility
room central h/a, with appliances 1850sq ft living
space, 2 car garage with
paved driveway Bedrooms
large with walk-in closets &
large Irving room Fenced
patio, nicely landacedid,
large lot Kept very niat
753 0509 after 530
6 STALL block shop, 2br
frame house 2br traitor Al
on aty water WM make
good investment, $49,000
816 River Rd 753-3833
BEAUTIFUL 5br. 3 bath,
formal DR large great
room with fireplace in SW
Villa Subdivision Appt
only No Realtors please!
753-6771

Sem
I Ibsen

Ail Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

'86 CHRYSLER 5th Ave
Great condition Must sell
759 5815
'91 LUMINA Z34, white.
Ci2xxx miles excellent con
dibon Never been painted
on, $9750 753-6065
'92 BUICK Special, V6, p/b,
IA, bit, cruise, am/1m cession, 64xxx mites Well
maintained 759-4900 after
Spar
'95 CAMARO. black, V6,
manual transmission,
32xxx miles, warranty.
$13,200 492-8533 after 6
—AUTO LOANS—
Auto dealer will arrange
!inancing oven it you
have been turned down
befori• Loans available
for no c will, bad credit

and bankruptcy buyers
Call Ron (502)753-4961

88 DODGE Minivan, 71xxx
miles excellent condemn,
$6,000 753-9384 after
500 753-8055 day
560
Used
Trucks
1978 FORD F-150 rlivid
pickup 437-4252
1987 FORD 4x4, good condition 436-4301
1992 MAZDA B-2600 cab
plus Emerald green, excellent condemn, 1 owner,
$9500 753 9572 after
5Prrl
'89 S-10, red. Sap, 4cyl
ookl at, very dependable
Must s•II
$2650
753-6886

111

Fro* Estknatris
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-266ii

HALEY'S
and Sales

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

• Driveways • Parking Lots
• Subdivisions

K.T. Paving
3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036
Kenney Travis, Owner
Bill Travis
Phone (502) 759-1039
Phone (502) 474-277,9
Cellular 559-8434

ALL around hauling, junk
clean up, cleaning out
sheds: gutters, tree Work
Free estimates Joe Lamb
4.36-2867

t COMMONWEALTH
CARPET CLEANING

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056

1

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mapr
manufacturers All work
arid parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

Commercial &
,.....41 Residential Cleaning
& Repairs

759-5251
517 South 6th Street

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

Murray, KY 42071

Custom
CABINETS
9 WOODWORKING

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

BUS HHOGGING- grader
blade/ box blade & frontend
loader work Gravel, dirt,
sand. etc Snow removal
52- Tiller for gardens.
Yards mowed & weeded.
Free estimates Cal Gary
753-0912, Lawrence
492-8530
BUSHHOGGING, driveways graded, gardens and
lawns roto Oiled New 60
inch roto tiller does a tank
job Call Jonesy 437-4030
CARPET CLEANING,
Emergency water removal.
Expert furniture cleaning.
Pet odor removal. Free Estimates LEE'S 753-5627
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special saes for
motor home boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protec
non, high quality, excellent
value Roy HQ 759-4664
CLEANING yards barns 11.
sheds attics garages
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb, 436 5950
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers. offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436 5560

v

nittt
"

Wiggins Furniture

Th
Callo
Chap
Ame
fired
third
the

ROOFING and painting, interior, exterior, etc 25yrs
experience 10% Discount/
Senior Citizens Mowing &
Yard Maintenance
474-0107
R & R ELECTRIC Mobite
home hookup, new construction rewiring, trouble
shooting & repairs Free
estimates fast service Call
anytime
Murray,
762 0001

HANDYWORK/odd jobs
wanted No pb too small
Just give us a call
759-1184

MCITI

rick
Nu
first
John
and
De
ph re
Brow
Jame

HOMETOWN Building and
Remodeling We do it all SEAMLESS gutters in
Licensed. Insured to stalled residential or com
$300,000 Fred Osborne, mercial, Servall Gutter Co
474-8621
753-6433

KITCHEN CABINET RE- SUREWAY Tree & Stump
FACING Make your old Removal Insured with full
new again with Formica All line of equipment Free escolors tree estimates timates Day or night,
Wulff's Recovery Murray, 753-5484
KY 436-5560
THE Gutter Co Seamless
LAMB Brother Home Im- aluminum gutters variety
provements, remodeling, of colors Licensed, inadditions, roofing, siding, sured Estimate available
free estimates 436-2269. 759-4690
LAMB'S Painting and Contractors No job too large or
small
Residential.
SandblastingSpray Painting
436 5 9 5 0 ,
1 800-636 5262

BI.
ITS
THRE
OA

WALLPAPER Hanging
Quality workmanship, 25
years experience FREE
Estimates James McFar
lane 759-9750

LAWNS mowed, shrubs
trimmed, landscape
mulched All your yard
needs in one call
759-4671

WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Wolters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs expenence, tree estimates 753-2592

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING has served Murray for
25 years All new equipment cleans deep dries
fast Free Estimates
753-5827

WEST Ky Electrical Maintenance and Construction!
Residential, agricultural,
commercial arid industrial
wiring No job too small Ph
753-3422

CA
al
OLD

LEWIS EXTERIOR WOOD VCR- repairing
CLEANING. House, mo- VCR's, camcorders, microbile homes, brick & vinyl waves, Mon-Fn,9-12, 1-5
Buildings, RV's, sidewalks Free estimates Visa/MC
Free estimates 753-6490 accepted 753-0530

- 27 Years of Quality Service -

610 N 4th Si.(Neat 10 LA.Saatel Master) • Murray
A DI'. ISION OF SOU'lliERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC

Beddin
g

a girl
girl
good,
Law.

PSYCHIC READINGS
Call Ms Jo for appointment
502-759-5304

GENE Steely Custom
Woodworks Walnut &
cherry lumber Planed or
rough Cut to order Hobbies welcome We buy walnut, cherry, etc 753 6156
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PLUMBING Repair All
types plumbing repair
Reasonable rates,
502-437 4545

Floor Sanding & Refinishing
Installation • Repair

Dan Grissom

FO

StiC'K

7 Restoration

1103 West 6th Street
Fulton, KY 42042
(502) 472-2300

19.7)8)
II %‘:t. 641 N. - Across from
Nlemorial Gardens

Opcn Mon.-Sat 9 a.m. 10 5 p.m.
Five Dcliiert and Financing Available
Where Quiday //lecei't Carp „I HO' Pru

\tendon this ad. We'll pa) (lie (ax.

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-4.36-5744.4.

1L-800-54,8-15.26.7
Free Estimates LICENSED & ENS1JRED
Tree Trtniming
24 Hr Sicri4irr
Tree Removal
per
Gutter Ckatung & Owned & Oated
Stump Removal
Mulch Hauling
BY
Cleanup Service
Landscaping
TN LAMB
1-61" Hauling EecHedge Trimming
Full Lone of
7nivi Spraying
Equipment
.1.)ii.liit s

YA
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Happy 16th
Birthday
k Jennifer Kaye
Burkeen
y
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0
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Classifieds
Office Open
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times

is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

Call Us Today!

WM.!

0

',..• 1,1t. l...

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & terming Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753 7860
CUSTOM Building, Re
models & Renovations
25yrs exp Guaranteed re
terences For free eat call
Chris at 436-254? or Ken at
3549062

r FOUR Star Mobile Home
pans & service Evertock
vinyl underpining lifetime
warranty, tan. beige. *bee
grey 492 8488

502-759-9672

753-4566
BOB'S Plumbing Service.
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255

Custom Wood
ad
. Floors

1

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759 4664

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs. additions and totow
ing ceilings 753-4761

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

Will Build To Your Specifications!

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

PAINTING, interior, exterior, winter rates, home repairs Free estimates
436-5032 anytime

GUTTERS cleaned & re
paired No job too small
753-5762

ellgl9Puck
LA Rental

NEED • Carpenter? Call
753-2627 Will do at types
of wort gpeciaitze xi loot
rig, decks, porches, hand
rads, garages, other odd

I

Contractor or Home Builders

Licensed Master Plumber

Additions, remodeling, custom woodwork, roofing,
vinyl siding, decks, porches, fences and home repair. Free Estimates,
767-9268.

ASPHALT DRIVEWAY
SEAUNG Free estimates
753-2279

MURRIIY allehincl Bunny BMW)
7r4 bean

Cooksey's Plumbing

MORRIS Mobile Home
Licensed & In
sured Phone 753-6384
767-9630

DAVID'S Cleaning Set
vices 'Clearwig' vinyl lid
ing, homes, mobile homes.
boats, brick driveways.
parking lots, at exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mo
bile Phone 502 759 4714
Cellular 502 853 1108

• Drop by and see our showroom

ATTENTION
Tl:Nil

;

MARX'S Lawn & Landscaping. Processed
mulch lor sale. 7113-41326,
763-41641.
1440Vers

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
409 SUNSURY

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

CUSTOM tilling grader
blade work bushhogging
Gerald Carroll owner
502 4924159

CUSTOill AITC14111
CUSTOM VI000910RIUNG

15FT boat with 100hp
Chrysler, trader included
Asking $1500 753 2754

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations. slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214

490
25 ACRES, 11 acres timber, 2 story, 2br, 1 bath
house, propane gas heat,
fireplace, fenced pasture,
stock barn, outbuildings,
fruit trees Also has mobtle
home site with elec hookup
& septic tank Located 4',4
miles east of Hazel Call
492-8586

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work. sepac systems 354-8161 alter 4pm
Horace Shoat

COLONIAL charm on 17FT Bass boat, loaded
beautiful Olive Blvd near 'Asking $2000 or trade
474 8189
kitSU campus HOMO) tea
turas 5br 4 baths & over 1976 16FT
HydrospOrt
3300sq h of Irving area
bass boat 14CtiPSuziAi
Reduced Of quick sale
1143 motor 437-4252
$149950 Kopperud Re1995 19 6FT Bayliner,
alty,
753 1 2 22
Meraieser 135hp pleaMLS413000752
sure & ski boat BWMTI top,
HOUSE plus 3 acres new cover & galvanized trailer,
lake, $55000 Call low hours, $7900
436-2540
753-6733
NEW, 2 airy, aor, 2'n
1996 TIGERSHARK pet ski
baths Open foyer, colMontego, 3 seater, iv/
umns. tile floors, etc, etc
trailer, $4500 obo
City subdivision Ready to
753-0196
sell 759-2571, 435 4013
435-4040
530
Unites
NEW 31x, 2 bath home 2
car garage, 2180sq ft under
Oilers/
roof City water, natural
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
gas Call after 5pm
stump removal, tree spray753-3078
ing, hedge trimming, landNEW home almost com- scaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
plete 3 bedroom. 2 bath
1400 sq ft with carport, cleaning Licensed & inlocated in East- Y subdivi- sured. Full line of equipment Free estimates Tim
sion 753-7091
Lamb
436-5744,
ICE reduced on new 3br 1-600-546-5262.
house on corner of Rugby
and OakhiN Dr in Campbell A 1 Tree professionals
Estates Excellent floor Stump removal tree sprayplan, plus has an extra ing, serving Murray, Callomulti-purpose room Call way County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
753-3903
or ,492-8737
470
A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
hauling, tree trimming
Matereyelse
Free Estimates Mark
Lamb 436-5791
1996 HONDA 300 EX
4-wheeler, $3200 Cal
AFFORDABLE quality
753-1684 after 4
building you'll be proud of

FOR sale 1987 Honda
Aero Moped or scooter
Call 753-5738

450

92 FORD Ringer, eat cab,
loaded. $9200 °Do
753-5113 or 7534555

753-1916

1. CA
HAS

Tea yearsago
A Fall Festival, sponsored by
Thirty years ago
Muffay-Calloway County ChamPictured are Calloway County
ber of Commerce and Murray4-H Club members, Gail Furches,
Calloway County Parks Board,
Kent McCuiston, Ellen Watson,
will bc Sept. 20 at the park,
Kathleen Madrey, Nancy Wilaccording to Pam Shay of Chamliams
and Judy Kelso who partiber of Commerce and Gary Hobcipated in Purchase Area
man, parks director, co-chairmen
Achievement meeting at
for the event.
May
Sherri Lamb, a graduate of
Seaman Recruit Robert G. SanCalloway County High School,
derson
of United States Navy has
has signed a golf scholarship with
Austin Peay SWtate University, graduated from nine weeks of
Navy basic training at Naval
Clarksville, Tenn. Lamb was a
Training
Center, San Diego,
member of the Lady Lakers' regional champion squads in .1985 Calif.
Murray High School Tigers
and 1986.
beat Criuenden County Rockets
Births reported include a boy
42 to 6 in its opening football
to Amelia and Donald Houston, a
girl to Tammy and Keith Rogers, game of the season.
Forty years ago
a boy to Jeanne and Roy Hodges,
Murray City Schools opened
a girl to Lori and Jimmy Potts, a
girl to Peggy and Freddie All- Sept. 3. Enrolled in the upper six
grades are 439 students, accordgood, and a boy to Mary Jo and
ing to Supt. W.Z. Carter.
Lawrence Bishop, Aug. 29.
"Youth of the Community"
Twenty years ago
will be the project of Murray
The Tobacco Grading Team of
Woman's Club for the coming
Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of year, according to Mrs. J.I.
Hosick, president. Other officers
America won first place in darkare Mrs. H.T. Waldrop, Mrs. L.E.
fired and air-cured tobacco and
third place in burley tobacco at Owen, Mrs. Matt Sparkman, Mrs.
James Lassiter and miss Frances
the Kentucky State Fair. Team
Sexton.
members are Darrell Beane, PatRecent births reported at Murrick Webb and Shea Sykes.
ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
Nuel McNutt is pictured as
and Mrs. Gene Collins, a girl to
first customer at opening of Big
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Burkeen, and
John Grocery at South 12th Street
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
and Glendale Road on Sept. 1.
Turner.
Dennis Nall, Maurice HumMr. and Mrs. Bryan Tolley and
phrey, Dr. Ralph Slow and
Brown Tucker are officers of
James Campen Cha er of Sons

WHO ARE You
WRITING TO?

DEAR ABBY I am a faithful
By The Associated Press
reader, but I have never felt comToday is Wednesday. Sept. 4, the 248th day of 1996. There are 118
pelled to write until now I Just findays left in the year.
ished reading the letter from "Joe,"
Today's Highlight in History:
who was outraged because he will
On Sept. 4, 1781, Los Angeles was founded by Spanish settlers. (Its
wind up paying child support for 21
original name: "El Pueblo de Nuestra Senora La Reins de Los
years for a child that he fathered.
Angeles de Porcluncula.")
I would love to get that idiot
On this date;
alone in a locked room for 10 minIn 1888, George E.asunan received a patent for his roll-film camera,
utes. Didn't he ever hear about the
birds and the bees? What did he
and registered his trademark: "Kodak."
think happens when two people
In 1893, English author Beatrix Pouer first told the story of Peter
have sex? Didn't he ever learn that
Rabbit in the form of a "picture letter" to Noel Moore. the son of
the
main purpose of sex is to procrePotter's former governess.
ate? DUN'
In 1894, sOme 12,000 tailors in New York City went on strike to
Now he's so angry at 'the oppoprotest the existence of sweat shops.
site sex" that he doubts'he will ever
In 1917, the American expeditionary force in France suffered its
trust another one of us. Well, Joe,
first fatalities in World War 1.
believe me — there is no love lost
here! As a member of 'the opposite
In 1948, Queen Wilhelmina abdicated the Dutch throne for health
sex" I feel I can speak for all of us
reasons.
by saying that we are much better
In 1951, in the first live, coast-to-coast television broadcast, Presioff without men like you. Why
dent Truman addressed the nation from the Japanese peace treaty condidn't Joe use a condom? Or 18 that
ference in San Francisco.
something that "the opposite sex" is
In 1957, Arkansas Gov. Orval Faubus called out the National Guard
responsible for, too?
to prevent nine black students from entering Central High School in
So now Joe's parents want him
Little Rock.
to sue for visitation rights, but he
wants nothing to do with that
In 1957, Ford Motor Co. began selling its ill-fated Edsel line.
woman or her baby. Her baby?! This
In 1971, an Alaska Airlines jet crashed near Juneau, killing 111
man needs to wake up. It takes two
people.
to
create a child for was he absent
In 1987, a Soviet court convicted West German pilot Mathias Rust
from sex education class on that day
of charges stemming from his daring flight to Moscow's Red Square,
also?). Even though I believe that
and sentenced him to four years in a labor camp. (Rust was released
this innocent child is better off withthe following August.)
out that poor excuse for a man, I
Ten years ago: Security forces in South Africa halted a mass funeral
also think Joe's parents need to
know they have rights. They can
for riot victims in Soweto, then swept through the streets, breaking up
also sue for visitation. It's very sad
other services and battling gatherings of youths.
to think they might miss out on
Five years ago: South African President F.W. de Klerk proposed a
their
grandchild's growth and develnew constitution that would allow blacks to vote and govern; the Afriopment.
can National Congress rejected the plan, charging it was designed to
maintain white. privileges.
One year ago: The Fourth World Conference on Women opened in
DEAR KLAMATH FALLS
Beijing with more than 4,750 delegates from 181 countries participatFAN: You are not the only reader who felt no sympathy for
ing. Attorney William Kunstler, who spoke out for the politically
unpopular in a controversial career, died in New York at age 76. "Joe." Letters rained down on
me from every state, and most

I'M WRITING TO
SuMSTEAD BACK
AT Ti-IE OFFICE

Fr

OLD FILES... OUT!.
ASM FIRST 5TEP IN
OLD MEMOS ..OUT
CREATING A 5iMPLE LIFE,
OLD ME.ETIN0 NOTES...OUT! I CLEAR rAY OFFICE OF ALL
MEANINGLESS RUBBLE ANO
EXPERIENCE THE LIBERATION
OFTIN& WITH ONLY THAT
WHICH AN EFFICIENT EXELLITiVE REALLY NEEDS....

WHERE'S THE KLINE FILE?
WHERE'S THE FINN MEMO?
WHERE'S THE BARTLY
MEETING DOCUME4TR11ON

,f3OYS ARE A LITTLE sHy
BEING SENTIMENTAL IN
PUBLIC,APR IL. -niEy Frt013ABLy
liAVE-GorAe SPEziAL
THINGS -fa SAy To
EACH
ABOUT

DID YOU SHRED THE DRAPES
INTO LITTLE &TV"' PIECES?!

T. CAN'T

8ELIEVE it. Not oNly
HAS "Kl5" REONlIEV, ALL OF
Ii4ER CONCERTS
AR'E 9EU-INCr

more'th• boa, Send $795•$200 el 0:99C9

BECAUSE YOU
CAN'T NIDE
UNDER YOUR BED
FOREVER!

mon•y ord•t1 to 1.4aSsol F.iirroni PO 844 906 RoNiflon NJ 09077

TNEY DON'
NAVE GUARDS
THEY'RE CALLED
TEACHERS .

DEAR ABBY. I read with interest the letter in your column from
'Joe," who was upset about having
a child as the result of a lline and
was angry that he may be required
to support the child.
A few years ago I also had a.
'fling' with a person I did not love
and ended up with something I did
not want: a sexually transmitted
disease. Thank God it was curable!
It was very stupid of me to have
unprotected sex, and I paid the
price. It has made me think long
and hard about ever doing it again
I think Joe should re-evaluate
the choice he made and count himself blessed he did not wind up with
something worse.
- 1 would also like to remind Joe
that even though he may have no
feeling for his child's mother, it is
still his child, and who's to say that
he may ever have another.
LEARNED THE HARD WAY IN
WASHINGTON STATE

DEAR ABBY: To paraphrase the
letter in your column from "Joe" the
unwilling father who said, We had
a few flings and guess what, she's
pregnant!"
GUESS WHAT, Joe. There's a
strong link between unprotected sex
and pregnancy! No matter what
your partner says, as a sexually
active adult, if you don't want the
consequences of unprotected sex,
you take the responsibility to prevent them. This means a condom —
every time. No exceptions.
For yourself, and for your future
partners, you should also be tested
for hepatitis, gonorrhea, syphilis, herpes, chlamydia and HIV. Your local
STD clinic or public health department will be able to advise you.
Sorry, Joe. No sympathy. Quit
North dealer.
with the queen and concluded that whining and take responsibility for
Neither side vulnerable.
the defense's prospect ofscoring four your own actions.
NORTH
tricks was not very bright. He could
AN OLDER WOMAN IN
•Q 9 7 2
expect to win a heart trick eventuDELAWARE
V A Q J8
ally, but to count on West for two
•A K J 7
trump tricks was not very realistic
+5
in view of South's four spade bid.
WEST
EAST
East therefore decided that his
43
only real chance to stop the contract By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
p103
11K 6 4 2
was to return a heart, appearing to
• 10 9 4
DEAR DR. GOT'!': I'm a 31-year-old
all intents and purposes like a man
+AKQ106 with a singleton heart. Accordingly, male diagnosed with kidney failure.
SOUTH
he shifted to the Aix of hearts at trick The cause is undetermined, except
•KJ 10 86 4
two. Declarer took West's ten with that I work in a chromium-ptating
IP 9 7 5
dummy'sjack and led a trump to the facility. I wear protective equipment
every day, yet was found to have 10
•6 5
king, won by West with the ace.
+94
West returned a heart and South, times the normal amount of chromiTHERE! I THINK I
The bidding:
afraid East was about to ruff, fi- um in my system. I've shown my doctor our company's safety-data sheets,
SEE PART Of THE BATES North East
South West
nessed the queen. It was difficult for
yet he has chosen to overlook them. I
CONTRACT UNDER THE
1•
2+
Pass
declarer to conceive that East, at seem to
have every symptom but
BURRITO SAUCE....
Dble
4+
4
trick two,had led a heart into dummy death. I'm confused. Can
you help
Opening lead — three of clubs.
from four to the king.
me?
East won the queen of hearts
DEAR READER: Chromium is a
It's not easy to figure out how with the king and returned a heart.
trace
mineral that is essential for norSouth went down one in this deal When West ruffed, South — to his
mal human metabolism. However, the
after a club lead. But the fact is that utter amazement — found himself
body needs very little, the
he did go down — as we shall pres- down one,having lost a club,a spade, Recommende
d Daily Allowance it a
ently see.
a heart and a heart ruff. East's mere 50 to 200 micrograms. which is
North's double ofthree clubs was shrewd defense had done him in.
easily supplied by eating a balanced
for takeout, indicating values well
It simply goes to show that even diet containing meats, grains and eggs
above a minimum opening bid. contracts that appear to be ironclad
Dietary chromium poisoning, which
South's voluntary four spade bid was sometimes have unexpected weak
causes kidney damage and stunted
therefore fully justified.
spots that can be exploited by imagi- growth. is non-existent in humans,
East won the opening club lead native defense.
even when they consume 1,000 times
the RDA. Rather, such toxicity is seen
Tomorrow: A choice of percentage plays
primarily from industrial exposure to
chromium dust or solutions
The fact that you have a high blood
level of the mineral, in conjunction
with a kidney disorder and a high-risk
job, suggests to me that your health is
being compromised by chromium poisoning, despite the safety precautions
39 Recede
40 Peaceful
at your place of work.
41 Hockey org
I urge you to take immediate steps
43 'Jurassic
to resolve the issue. First, you should
DECKS
TAKES
Park' dir
report your condition to the
CAS I NW AMMO
44 Malden ID
9 — Francisco
45 Streep of
RN OILSKIN OE Occupational Safety and Health
12 Stadium
Administration. It's OSHA's job to
-Sophie's
ASH
TIRES
ANO
cheer
Choice'
investigate the possibility of chromiROAD
DOW TR Eiji um pollution
13 'Golden Boy'
47 Slangy
in your workplace.
A NGIALN [OTHERS
playwriiiht
affirmative
Second, you should be examined
14 "Bali —
50 Singer
GAY
S 00
and tested by a nephrologist. After
15 Tea
Marvin —
WANES
BERL
Ita using blood and urine analyses to
16 Ceremony
51 Declare
OUR N NIA R
NAME determine the cause of your renal
17 "Eraser
54 Sealant
co-star
55 Apportioned
LOD
TYROS
R Algi problem, the kidney specialist may
18 Start to a
58 Metric
OF
BUIL CONY IND choose — if chromium is the culprit - singer's
measure
to administer chelation therapy (with
RIEBBL E
D EBBE@
career,
57 Opp of
EDTA) to remove excess chromium
MACIAS
20 San Juan is
WSW
S E L QS
from your body, thereby returning
58 Casts
its cap.
your kidney function to normal.
21 Learned ID
59 "— the
Yours is a potentially devastating
23 Scottish cap
character
19 Latin
24 NFL team
problem for which you need prompt
5 Colloquial
conjunction
28 Broadcast
help.
6 Old soldiers
20 Ms. Zadora
30 Account
7 Summer (Fr)
DEAR DR. GOTT. I was diagnosed
21
New
Zealand
32 Egg-shaped
8 Simon ID
native
over two years ago, by two different
34 Golf mound
9— Na Na
22 — and onions doctors, with Raynaud's disease. All I
35 Sailor's
10 Motorists' org
24 Jealous
was told was that it is a problem in the
patron saint
11 Author Anais
(hyph. wd )
function
36 Kin
of the capillanes and to keep
17 Box
25 River in Africa
my hands and feet warm. Can you
26 Graves
provide further information'
27 Supercilious
DEAR READER: Raynaud's disease
Pebcole
29 Death rattle
is a common circulatory problem, of
31 Clergyman's
unknown cause, that is associated
bite (abbr )
with spasm of the tiny arteries in the
33 Gangling
hands and feet, leading to intermittent
37 Mr Conway
attacks of tingling, blanching and blue38 Tears
ness because of inadequate blood sup42 Characteristic of
ply Eventually, fingers and toes may
(suffix)
become atrophic (shiny and sore).
Ailow 4-8 woks *Avery
45 Shopping
Although the circulatory deficiency
area
46 Future attys ' often has a cause (Raynaud's phenomenon), such as lupus, rheumatoid
999171
47 Be in debt
arthritis, arteriosclerosis, smoking,
48 Between
thyroid disorders and many others,
Cob. and
Raynaud's disease has no identifiable
Mo
cause.
49 WoodPatients with the disorder should
chopping tool
50 Sticky stuff
stop smoking, keep their extremities
52 Onassis
warm and — if the affliction is particunickname
larly bothersome -- consider pre53 Affirmative
scription drugs (such as prozasin) to
55 Martin ID
prevent arterial spasm. Your family -0physician can advise you about specific therapy.
C 1995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE
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Look at an empty milk jug and
what do you see An empty milk
jug.
But Gerald Huffman looks at that
same jug and sees potential — as in
potential fuel, and potential profits.
Huffman, director of the Consortium for Fossil Fuel Liquefaction
Science based at the University of
Kentucky, is overseeing research at
UK and four other universities to
identify economically feasible ways
to convert plastic wastes — like
used milk jugs and soft drink bottles
— into high-quality oil products.
"Ninety-five percent of the plastics we use end up in landfills, and
they can be recycled. What we want
is to recycle it back into oil,"
Huffman said.
The research could lead to a 20
percent reduction in the amount of
trash now being buried itilandrills,
he said."We're looking at part ofthe
solution of the landfill problem,"_
Huffman said, noting ongoing controversies nationwide because of
environmental concern about landfills.
Huffman said Germany already
has built plants that convert plastics
into oil, which is then refined into
various petroleum products.
"You get a very high quality oil,
low in sulfur and other impurities
and high in octane value," Huffman
said. "It's as good or better than
anything we're currently importing,
and it can be used for anything we
use oil. for now."
One German plant processes
800)0 tons of plastics a year into
about 350,000 barrels of oil, he said.
But Germany, like other European countries, has had higher incentives than the U.S. toward developing and implementing the technology. Huffman noted Germany
does .1101 have,.space available.for
new landfills and* has passed laws
requiring its packaging industry to
develop technologies to recycle
plastics.
In the U.S., converting plastic
wastes to oil has not been a high
priority — but could be, once the
consortium's research determines
the likely costs of building and
operating a conversion plant.
"There seems to be some industrial interest. But at this point, no
one's stepped forward and said,'We
want to build a plant,- Huffman
said.
Mickey Mills is an example of an
interested businessman. Mills, president of Bluegrass Regional Recycling Corp. in Lexington,described
himself as'extremely excited about
the opportunity" the technology
holds.
"It's just a super thing. It's really
something that's got a.lot offuture to
it," said Mills, who has 18 years'
experience in the recycling industry.
The process being studied by
consortium researchers,primarily at
the University of Kentucky, can
also be used for recycling used tires,
Huffman said. Research is also
under way at other consortium institutions, the University of Utah, the
University of Pittsburgh, West Virginia University-and Auburn University.
--•
Huffman said the process could
create a number of new jobs, starting with construction workers to
build thelplant. Workers also would
be required to collect plastics and to
operate the plant.
"Assuming it's successful,I could
see 40 to 50 plants being operated
around the country," Huffman said.
The feasibility study should be
finished by early 1997, he said. It
will be presented to the U.S. Department of Energy, which probably
would ped four to five years to

develop a partnership with a private
company and build a test plant
"We've done the estimates AI we
took all the waste plastics, tires,

used oil and greases and put them
through the conversion process, we
could produce 150 million barrels
of oil from materials were throwing

away each year. If we add coal and
oil residuals, we could bnng it up to
300 million barrels.
"That's a pretty big business, and

it would obviously decrease oil
imports. It could provide us with 10
to 20 days wortt of oiLeach year,"
Huffman said.

When traveling, take twice
the money and halt the clothes
you think you will need.

FOODS
oke, Diet Coke or Mello Yello
September 1996
12 pk.
12 oz.
can

um 4
minim
5 6

7

9 10

Limit 4

Additional $339

6 • k. 20 oz. non-refundable bottle $2.99

Showboat

Starkist

Pork & Beans

Tuna

6 pk.
8 oz.
bottle

tork
neans

Ultra Dawn

Argo

Dishwashing Liquid

Slice Peaches

14.7 oz.

89

97

29 oz.

IN/MAM

Slice Slab

Bacon

100% Pure

Boneless Chuck or Swiss

Ground Chuck

Steaks

It is difficult and dangerous to
hand-dig a narrow hole with vertical sides If you are digging a
surface by hand, make the top of
your hole three times the width
you hope to have at the bottom.

FALL SPECIAL
Complete Furnace
Check Up &
Safety Inspection

$39•95
Cleans furnace burners,
blowers, oils motors, checks
all safety controls.

AD Type Home
Service

75345762

Lettuce

Ex-Large

Tomatoe

59en).

%

.-

